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'Purred From Church:

'Minister Sues 2 Deacons For $25,000
Prim
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ARGUMENTS LEAD TO TWO DEATHS
Two Men Killed Over
Minister Claims He Was
Ousted From Pulpit By
Physical Body Blocks

Gambling-Bad Repairs
*Arguments over gambling there.
earnings and poor workman- Following the second bast,
ship resulted in the killing of McGhee backed off the porch '
two men in different sections and collapsed. The police were
of the city last Saturday summoned by Nelson. and Mcmorning and evening.
Ghee was dying when they
The victims were Earl Mc- arrived. A fully-loaded autoGhee, about 35, of 2526 Heard, matic was found by his side.
and Louis "Fats" Burger of Two bullet holes were in his
1300 James St. One man was chest.
killed on the steps of another
Capt. Swann said the other
man's home as he tried to get killing was the result of an
in with a pistol, while the argument that Louis Burger
other was slain while he tried had with Edward Tuggle, 53, For the eighth straight
to keep an armed fellow work- of 1307 James st. about some week, this integrated group
er out of his own home. ' watch repairs and the replace- Of would-be
worshippers
According to Homicide Capt. ment of an automobile glass
have found the sanctuary of
E.C. Swann, McGhee and the victim was supposed to
Second Presbyterian church
Willie Nelson of 3045 Yale have done for Tuggle's wife.
street had been in a dice game
After the two sat in front closed to them, and here
and Nelson had won so me of a car in front of Burger's
moPey. About 1:40 a.m. Sat- house, Tuggle reportedly told
urday, McGhev came to Nel- his fellow truck driver from
sons home and asked him for Hoover Motor Express that he
soffie of the money that he was going to kill him and then
haa won.
eft.
SED LOAN
A short while later he reeU
lson invited 'McGhee inn; turned to the 15urger home .4
living room and offered with a .38 caliber revolver.
him a drink, but he refused FLED SCENE
ttreither loan or give him any
Burger tried to keep Tuggle
of-the money he had won.
out of his home, but when he
'.McGhee told his host that attempted to slam the door
he' would be sorry, left the the aimed man shot him once
home and returned about 15 in the chest. The shooting ocminutes later and started rap- curred about 1:30 p.m.
ping on the door. When NelTuggle fled from the scene
son looked out a window, he and was the object of a search
saw that McGhee was arnied. until he walked into the
Nelson got his own pistol, Memphis Police Station around
and when he cracked the door 10:30 a.m. Sunday and surslightly, McGhee tried to push rendered.
When Howard Romaine, one
in, he told police. At that Nelson and Tuggle have
of the members of the intemoment he fired once, he said, been charged with murder and
and shot a second time when are being held for the action grated group at Second
Presbyterian c h u re h atMcGhee continued to stand of the grand jury.

A five-year-old smoldering meeting. Immediately afterfeud between a Baptist minis- ward, the late Rev. W. H. Overter and two deans and officials all was elected the church's ofof a church, has burst into full ficial pastor and served from
flames again. The minister,
See MINISTER, Page 2
Rev. E. E. Greene, who contends that he is the officially
elected pastor of St. Mark Bapthey are seen arriving and
This scene greets the memNAACP has tried to attend
tist church, 1361 Kney St., has
leaving. Some were roughly
bers of Second Presbyterian
for the past eight weeks.
filed a 925.000 law suit against
treated last Sunday and
church each Sunday when
Many left by side exits last the two brothers, Ben Matthreatened with arrest. they leave services which
Sunday to avoid passing thews and Robert Earl MatPhotos by M. I.. Reid)
this group from the Interthrough the ranks,
thews. both deacons of the
church.
collegiate chapter of the
In the suit, Rev. Greene, 1739
Kendle Ave., is asking for "actual, compensatory and punitive damages." He explained ,
"the Matthews brothers block,
When a Negro postal worker
me with their bodies each Sunday from entering the church." accused a white policeman of
drawing
a pistol on him withRev. Greene is being re,preout provocation in cm, Court
tented by Atty. A. A. Letting.
In his court petition, he con- last week. Judge Beverly Booshe gave him a strong warning
tends that he was first elected
pastor of the church without a about perjury and continued
the case until the next day for
contract for a definite term on
lack of witnesses.
Dec. 29, 1956 and that he served
the rdnext afternoon Joe
as such pastor until April 24, But a
2,
1 was b a c k
1959 when he was elected as 'A
pastor of the church at a salary in court with two witnesses to
of 850 per month and was to back up testimony that Patrolhold office until Dec. 4, 1959, man Glynn King had pulled a
Ipursuant to a written contract, pistoalron hhalm.
d
Ward
told Judge Boushe
Howard Romaine, one of the
talking with Jew H. Turner, executed by the church's trusthat
he
had
parked the Postal
leaders in non-violent efpresident of Memphis branch tees, who were authorized to do
truck
at
a
corner
near Vance
tempted to talk with one of
fort to have fashionable
of NAACP, and Mrs. Maxine so by the congregation of the and Main streets
and was trychurch. He said he will pre
the members last Sunday, a
Second Presbyterian church
A. Smith, center, executive
sent the contract at the court ing to find out when the Cleanguard forcibly removed him
()Pen its doors to all without secretary. Romaine is a sen- hearing.
up, Paint-up, Fix-up parade
from the church property.
regard to race, is seen here ior at Southwestern.
would be finished when PatrolLSO PER MONTH
man
came up and said,
Greene said that he was "Bev,King
_e.
g t that truck out of
elected the pastor of the church here
'
...
by the congregation Dec. 4, No ..Boy.
1959 for a term ending Dec. 4,
Ward said he replied that he
1964 at a salary of $50 per
was no "boy," and the officer
month.
He
said
he
will
proOfficials of Second Presby- strict segregation, he was es- backed up by Dr. Smith.
said he was one.
the church, and others con- duce the contract in court.
terian church are going to corted off the church property GUARDS INTERFERE
"I told him that if I were a
gregate in the area to watch
The
minister
said
that
prior
.
oo_ y, he was one also," Ward
Romaine said that after he the would-be worshipers.
even coeds from local high given an all-expense-paid trip great lengths to try to get and not allowed to return
to
the
expiration
of
the
conslots and one from Memphis to Knoxville to compete in the white members of the Inter- though he attempted to do so heard a woman tell the elders
Members of the church who tract, the congregation on said, "and he came up and
that their policy was ruining talk to those in the group are March 4, 1963, elected him to grabbed me by the collar and
State University will be com- Elks State Beauty Contest collegiate chapter of t he several times.
the church and that her son photographed by a man who a three-year term, beginning stuck a pistol on me."
peting to be named "Miss which will be held May 3 dur- NAACP to stop participating ECONOMIC PRESSURE
Asked if he had pulled a gun
Romaine said that church of- had been upset by their action wears dark glasses every March 4, 1963 at
Tennessee of Elkdom" for 1964 ing the Elks State convention in the Sunday morning march
a salary of $50 on the postal worker.
Patrolon the fashionable church, but ficials have visited South- he wanted to talk to her, but week, despite the fact the sun per
when the annual beauty con- there.
month.
man
King denied having done
test climaxes during a talent First place winner in the Elks the group assembled there last western and talked to members that the guards interfered.
has not shined during the time
He stated further in his peand
so,
only
contended
that
he
Groups of the curious con- he is doing his work at the tition that on Jan. 11, 1963 the
aid fashion show to be present- State Beauty contest will be Sunday for the eighth week, of the administration, and
unsnapped his holster strap
they in turn have talked to tinue to assemble in cars near spot.
e$ by the Artists and Models presented a $300 cash prize and only to be kept outside.
Matthews brothers were or- when
a large crowd gathered
social club at the Sound-0- a
all-expense-paid
six-day
dered by Chancery Court from
The group was pushed those students participating in
Rama room, 140 Hernando St.: trip to Miami, Fla. in August around last Sunday, the guards the attempted kneel-ins, warn- moinimonimminnitiminomommilmin nimnsilimminiimunimmininomminm interfering with him in per- around him.
After the officer's testimony,
Fliday, May 1, starting at 8 p.m when the annual National Elks were rougher and ejected one ing them that Second Presbyformance of his duties as pasJudge Boushe turned to the
:Winner of the contest will be Lodge Convention is held white student, but others re- terian church officials are
tor of the church,
postal worker and lectured that
there.
The Matthews brothers had driving a
mained just outside the front threatening to withdraw supgovernment vehicle
Clubs pa:ticipating in the door despite threats of arrest. port from the university if .111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 expressed "dissatisfication with gave him no more rights than
its students continue to make
Rev. Greene being pastor of any other
local beauty contest are:
Series)
(11th
in
a
person.
aboard. He raised the Confedthe church." Rev. Greene
Magnificent Ones, Les Cheres, When Howard Romaine, a integration demands on them.
Robert Smalls—The
erate flag and before dawn claims that "they conspired to WITNESSES FOUND
Ladies of Leisure, Blue Dotts, Southwestern senior from New "We gave them our names
Judge
Boushe
then said he
Sailor-Legislator
sailed out to the open sea.
prevent him from performing
Men of Society, Shieks, Big Iberia, La., attempted to talk when we first went out there,"
After a time at sea, Smalls the terms of his contract in vio- was interested in getting to the
to one woman who upbraided Romaine said, "And they obMore than 186.000 Negroes
bottom of the case and would
Ste CONTEST, Page 2
the elders for their policy of tained our home addresses and enrolled in the Northern Ar- removed the Confederate flag lation of court orders for which
and raised a white flag of they were held in contempt of hear further testimony the next
have written to our parents.
A team of teacher recruitmy during the Civil War, and
day if witnesses could be found.
ment specialists from New
"The letters contain lies. For 38,000 gave their lives for free- truce as he came within sight court and were committed to In court the next day, Willie
York is in Memphis interviewinstance, they wrote and told dom. Some of their war deeds of the blockade of the United the Shelby County jail on Oct. Lait, a Negro truck driver tesStates Navy. When the Union 9, 1963.
ing experienced teachers as
my parents that I had come have remained famous, even
tified that he had seen Patrolop with the .group and rudely though they fought in diffi- sailors boarded the PLANTER "LOCKED THE CHURCH"
well as students planning
man King holding Ward by the
demanded that the others be cult circumstances. Until 1864'they found Smalls and his "Immediately upon their re- collar with the pistol in his
aching careers.
crew,
who
immediately
turned
.
admitted.
The team will be at Lelease, they continued to inter- back.
they received less pay than
oyne College this Thursday
"They also told them that I their white comrades. Worse the ship over to the Union as fere with me in the perform- William Oglesby, a white man
their
gift
from
the
Confedafternoon arid evening in the
ance of my pastorial duties, by residing at the Pontotoc hotel,
had been walking hand-in- still they did not have equal
eracy.
•
Brownlee lecture room.
preventing me from entering also testified that he saw the
The U.S. Army Field Band, of its members being instru- hand with Negro girls here," rights as prisoners of war. The
Wide
publicity
was
given
the church and prevented me policeman pull his gun all the
The team is composed of which is stationed in Wash- mentalists in the organization. Rbmaine stated, "and that's Southerners often sold them
this
exploit
in
the
North.
Assistant Superintendent Eu- ington, D.C., has been engagas slaves. Neverttheless, some Congress voted Smalls a size- from preaching in the church way out of the holster.
The 100-piece U.S. Army not true."
each Sunday, from Oct. 18, Following the testimony of
gene T. Maleska, in charge of ed to come to Memphis for Field Band appeared in the The student said his parents magnificent acts of heroism
able sum of money for his con- 1963.
the two men, Judge Boushe
teacher recruitment for New a concert Thursday, May 7,
inaugural parades of Presi- were quite upset when they were performed by Negroes traband and President Lin- Rev, Greene accused the Matdismissed the disorderly conYork City schools, and Royce at the south hall of the City dents Truman, Eisenhower received the letter.
during The war.
coln signed the appropriation. thews brothers of "greatly dam- duct charges against the postrecruiter.
assistant
Phillips,
Auditorium, starting at 8 p.m. and Kennedy. The organiza- TURNER JOINS GROUP
One of the most remark- Smalls subsequently
became aging him and causing him to man.
The band, considered by tion wears Army dress blue Although the Intercollegiate able feats was performed by
The team will interview
a pilot for the U.S. Navy. His be deprived of his salary in MOVE ON 'CAT'
teachers of all grades and music critics to be one of the
chapter
of
the NAACP is spon- Robert Smalls. Born a slave
uniforms for all its performfame
made his rise in South the amount of $550."
At the same court session,
fields but will give special most proficient and distinctive ances. The band has played soring the action against Sec- on a plantation near CharlesCarolina politics easy, despite
He also said that the brothers Judge Boushe fined another
attention to those holding musical organizations appearin all 50 states and 15 coun- ond Presbyterian, adults con- ton, S.C., in 1839, he grew to his lack of education. His mod- "locked the church doors and Negro $20 for disorderly conto give them moral and become a seaman. In his early
ing before the public, is being tries of Europe
master's degrees
and has pre- tinue
eration, intelligence and self- physically barred and prevent- duct and carrying a pistol who
twenties he worked on the possession made him
11161111111111111111111111111111111111111lialialia1lillii11111 brought here through the sented 35 concerts in the phyaical support.
accept- ed him from e ii t ering the was arrested after he took of
courtesy of the Department Orient.
Jesse H. Turner, president PLANTER, a cotton steamer.
able to white Republicans, church."
fense to a Negro patrolman
Car boys to Please all of the lof the Army. The concert is
of the Memphis branch, and At the outbreak of the Civil
Organized in March, 1946, Mrs. Maxinle Smith, executive War. the Confederates con- while his prestige with the Rev. Greene, who moved to calling him a "cat."
people, all of the time. Look free.
Federals deeply impressed Memphis from his native Tal-1 The defendant told Judge
The program will be varied, the hand is directed by Major secretary, and her husband, verted the ship into a gun'Icir the BIG separate Want.
Negroes.
uah, La. in 1922, is also em-iBoushe that he was standing
with classical, military, popu- Robert L. Bierley of Silver Dr. Vasco A. Smith, a vice boat. Its crew was colored
During the period, 1870- ployed at International Har- on the corner across from a
Ad section with today's De. lar and novelty compositions Spring, Md., who also is the president of the branch, were
under white officers.
1901, 22 Negroes were elected
cafe where be had lunch and
fonder. It's jammed with in a continuous, fast-moving commanding officer. Band- with the group early this
One night during the spring to Congiesa from the
stoebrert Earl Matthews, 1410 the Negro officer, a Patrolman
South, veR
nore buys, more values than program. The famed "Soldiers' master is Chief Warrant Of- week.
of 1862, while the officers each of whom served
from N. Decatur Ave., told the Tri- Cox, came up and said, "Move
before. It's easy-to-find, too. Chorus" will appear with a ficer Ralph C. West. Assist- Mrs. Smith was among those were sleeping ashore in their one to two terms each except St a t e Defender, that Rev, on, cat."
ant director is Major Wilmont pushed around by the church's homes in Charleston, Smalls
selections
wide
repertoire
of
J. H. Rainey arid Smalls, both Greene was dismissed as the He said that he told the ofLook for our full page of used
hired guards until she de- smuggled his wife, his chilincluding all-time Broadway N. Trumbull. •
from South Carolina, who pastor of the church April 10, ficer, "I am no cat. I am a man,"
ear values.
hits. The chorus is an inte- The public is invited to at- manded they keep their hands dren, his wife's sister and his
959 by a majority of the con- and he replied, "You are under
off of her, and the order was brother's wife and
gral part of the band, many tend. Admission is free.
See NEGROES, Page 2
child
gregation at a regular businessarrest, cat."

Policeman
Draws Gun
On Postman
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Artists & Models Club To Climax Second Presbyterian
Shanty Contest At Talent Show

Church Is Unyielding

Negroes Of By Gone Days

New Yorkers In
Memphis Hunting
School Teachers

U.S. Army Band Comes To
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'about 40 years, said Robert as the membership wants him. Harry Struggs to
and South Carolina dropped
represent
I don't blame him as much as
Matthews.
their laws against intermarI blame Atty. A. A. Letting." them. He added "we have spent
riage. There was a great deal
$2-000 IN COURT COSTS
more than $2,000 in court costs,
of camaraderie and mingling
After Rev. Overall's death, He went on to explain that fees, etc. on this case over the
(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued
From
Page 1) in the Reconstructed states.
the present pastor, Rev. Sher- "Greene comes to church and last five years."
that time until he was fatally man Miller, 1089 Chicago St., plays recorded and taped ser- He said that Rev. Greene's served five terms each. It is However, when the Southern
injured in September, 1963,!was elected, said Robert Mat- mons while a woman snaps strong backers in the church said that Smalls was svu.'shiPs whites returned to power,
when an automobile ran over thews. He added: "a God-sent photographs during our serv- are: Mrs. Celeste Davis, Mrs. ped by his constitituents. One they immediately enacted laws
him on Chelsea Ave. Prior, he minister wouldn't do what Rev. ices," revealed Robert Mat- Cora Brewer, Nathaniel Welday, according to a story re- against intermarriage. Despite
had been a member and an as- Greene is doing. A Baptist min- thews. He said he and his lington and George Williams. lated in the book BEFORE
this, there was a surprising
later
sistant pastor of the church
stays at a church as long brother have engaged Atty. Ben Matthews 1312 Breed- THE MAYFLOW
ER by Le- amount of opposition to an President Lyndon B. John- long as
those conditions exlove St., who said that he, his rone Bennett, two of Small's intermarriage ban proposed son,
allamammulkw
in answer to a press con- ist in the country, we are gobrother and other members of'constituents got into an argu- to the South Carolina Legisference
question
Thursday,
ing
to
have
"Home Run"
protests and we
"Triple Play"
their family have been mem- ment. One man insisted that lature in 1879.
bers of the church for more he was a political genius. The In 1895 when the ban was pointed up the necessity for are entitled to protest and
PARTEE
RILL
finishing
the
Lincoln
job
bepetition
under
our Constituthan 25 years, claims that second man countered, "Smalls written into the state constitional rights."
'
the right-hand of fellowship ain't so hot. He ain't God." tution, Small, then a repre- gan. He said:
"It
has
been
years
since
100
was withdrawn from Rev. "Yes," replied the first man, sentative in the state's lower.
The President was asked
President Lincoln singned
Greene.
. . ."that's true. But give him House, made a counter Pro- Emancipation Proclam the about his feelings regarding
18 FAMILY MEMBERS
time. He's a young man yet." posal. He introduced an tion, but a great many a- "civil disobedience" as a tacpeo- tic in the civil rights strugBen Matthews told the Tri- While Smalls and other Ne- amendment which provided ple
do not have equal rights gle.
State Defender "I'm going to gro Congressmen were in of- that any white person guilty as of
now. While emancipa- His answer
of cohabitating with a Negro
sue Rev. Greene for causing my fice and the Republicans
was as follows:
foot to be broke." He explained:'in power, such states as were
be barred from public tion may be a proclamation, "I think that we have a civMis- should
it
is
not a fact until education il rights
'Last January, Rev. Greene, sissippi, Arkansas, Louisiana, office and that children of
bill pending in the
Robert Taylor, George Williams
such a union bear the name of is blind to color, until employ- Senate that has passed the
and Nathaniel Wellington tried
their father and inherit prop- ment is unaware of race. As House. It is very important
to force their way into the Ozzie Matthews and Willie erty the same as legitimate
that this bill be passed at think
eon, women as well as men, earliest possible date. I think,
church"—a small brick struc- Winfield.
children.
ture—"during the time they Ben Matthews said about 18 Although the anti-amalga- white and black, the right to passage of that bill will be
were pushing, they broke my members of his family are af- mation provision was eventu- register and vote. However, helpful in this general situfoot, which caused me to lose filiated with the ch urch, ally adopted without Smalls' this proposal was rejected by ation.
time on my job."
which include his mother, Mrs. amendment, the Legislature a vote of 130 to 6, the minori- "We do not, of course, conHe went on to say that the Mollie Matthews, 1405 N. Belle- was forced to spend a great ty votes being those of the done violence or taking the
deacons and trustees dismissed vue; two other brothers, Ozzie length of time in establishing
Negro delegates. Until his law into your own hands, or
Rev. Greene. He named the Lee Matthews of Decatur Ave., a legal definition of a
Negro. death in 1915, Smalls along threatening the health or
trustees as being Willie Wilson, Julius Matthews, 1162 St. At the South
with
other Negro leaders who safety of our people. You
Carolina Con2301 S. Third—Use the Expressway
himself and his brother, Robert, Charles St.; and a sister, Mrs. stitutional
had served in Congress and really do the civil rights cause
He listed the deacons as being Lucille Crawford of Decatur Smalls alsoconvention in 1895, the state legislature contin- no
good when you go to this
presented proposhimself, his brother, Robert, Ave.
als guaranteeing every citi- ued their efforts without much extent, but we are hopeful
success to turn back the rising that all Americans understand
tide of disfranchisement.
that we are going to pass the
civil rights bill because it is
morally right, and because
we feel that these people
have too long been denied
their rights.
Starts Sat. May 2
"On the other hand, we
One Big Week'
not think the violation of ori!
Big "D" has Low Low Prices Everyday on the Fine Quality Brand Name
right, or the denial of onf
II
,
right, should permit the vice
Products, your family needs and uses everyday. Prove it to yourself, Check .
lation of another right."
the Everyday Low Prices In this ad and you'll see why smart Shoppers Compare
Prices and Save at Big "0".

Minister

'Negroes

President Johnson Says--We
Need To Finish Job Started
•
By Abe Lincoln 100 Years Ago
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FURNITURE BY FLEIIIINC
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Contest

•COOPER at CENTRAL

• McLEMORE at NEPTUNE • QUINCE at SEA ISLE
PRICES GOOD
THRU MAY 5th

• NATIONAL at JACKSON •GETWELL at BARRON

•SUMMER at NATIONAL

• CHELSEA at THOMAS

• NORTHGATE SHOPPING CTR.

•MACON at WELLS STA.

BIG "D" CORN FED

RIB or

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT

WE REDEEM ALL MANUFACTURER'S COUPONS

BIG "D" CORN FED

ROUND S RLO N T-BONE
STEAK
STEAK STEAK

650 _

75
0
39c

B.

SLICED BACON
CHUCK STEAK
SWISS STEAK
,RUMP ROAST

COLUMBIA

1.15.

100% PURE

45C
55c

LEAN

7

SHOULDER
CUT

is'

lb. 89c

BONELESS

Each

50

PORK SAUSAGE DOOM'S TENN. PRIDE
CUT UP FRYERS FARM FRESH

SAUCE

PLUS

Landmark of Adventure I

lb

"b.
Pll. 49C

lb

27c

lb'

STOKELY'S

HI-C

HALVES or SLICES

FRUIT

28-0z.
Can

2
'

290

VAN CAMP

STOKELY'S

STARKIST

SOLID PACK

PORK

CREAM

CHUNK

CORN

TUNA

AND.

240

WHITE or GOLDEN

.

210.1..25c 3it-aons 39c

28-01.
Can

z.

111••••PilianSOr

612-oz.
Can

GREEN

TOMATO

WHIPPED

• SWEETMILK or BUTTERMILK

OLEO

BISCUITS

46-01,
Can

Cans

80

I.Lh.25c

8-Ox,
Can

Pkg.

CARNATION

TOP TASTE

BIG "D" GRADE "A7

SAUSAGE or CHEESE

INSTANT

LUNCHEON

LARGE

MILK

MEAT

Cheese 7 Oz.
Sausage 8 Oz,

290

2 Lb.

14 Qt. .
Size

,

SWEET PEAS
MARGARINE
1 GET YOUR
.

oz.

STOKELY'S
TOP TASTE

99C
ItaOnzs.

3 1
12-0z.
Cans $

.

350 CATSUP

lp-ku:: 290

'STOKELY'S

SALAD DRESSING
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.

-

_ 31'

All-White
FRESH
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EGGS
Med.
Doz.

Aft .

you'll

70

?at; 29C

REGULAR
TURQUOISE
VALUE $1.00
BOWL
THIS
only2(P
WEEK

in a glamorous
formal from
. Landres .. note
th• new look of
covered shoulders
a n d bell-shaped
skirt ... cottons,
silk organzas, sheer
taffetas in white,
soft pastel or prints
, .. choose tram
,this exciting Spring
and Summer collection of stunning
beauties in sizes 5
to 15.

34.95 to 69.95
SHOWN: oile green taffeta with
ribbon and simulated pearl trimrhed bodice
34.95

•

STYLS SALON, second floor
uNoitts

•

,
St

IS S. MAIN

1284111

111

lp •••..

at th
news

PILLSBURY or BALLARD

G&W

PIZZA

TencoLor

NOW OPEN
Modern conveniences. Special
rates to school, clubs, and
churches. For reservations call
397-4348.

250

BLUE BONNET

.216-0z.350

GLOUCESTER, England
(UPI) — Henry Blythe wag
nominated as a hyponotic t4
stand in Gloucester's forthcoming council elections.
Blythe plans to tour his district with a larger-than-life
reproduction of his face. Vote
era will look at the picture
and under light hypnosis,
listen to him telling them that
he is their man.
When they see the voting
slip, he said, the voters will
automatically cast their vote
for him.
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STOKELY'S

JUI
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Got Nothing On Daley

Simpson's Picnic Grounds

STOKLEY'S

BEANS

(Continued From Page 1)
Ten, Falming Swordsmen and
Kimlites.
Co-sponsor of the contest include the Bluff City Lodge,
Robert B. Church Lodge, Clayborn, Hattie Lee Temple and
the Anna S. Church Temple,
Maurice Hulbert, coordinator
of the local contest, said that
contestants names as well as
the judges will not be revealed
until Friday night.

34c6-aor,:.890

HUNT'S

TOMATOES BEANS

•

23.0

44.Z707'%-;"

PEACHES DRINK

i6oc-ansz• 310

Dec.
59C

4

-.it
1P-41.
:1;6

TOP TASTE FRANKS ALL MEAT .
41cs
PORK ROAST BOSTON BUTT STYLE lb 39c
39c
SLICED
BEEF LIVER
BONELESS PORK CHOPS CENTER CUT 99c

GROUND BEEF 390

APPLE

APPLES

Lb.

nCOLORAIDTECNNISCOPE

1.1b.

EXTRA FANCY

, WINESAP

SINS
oFBArit2N

FRESH
FRYERS

Lb.

GOLIATI1
AND ME

WHOLE

85c

Lb.
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GOV. FRANK CLEMENT Dental Society have been acwas chopped long, wide and,
cepted. Dr. John E. Jordan
repeatedly
Tennessee by members of the
Voter 6' Council, was the first Negro to be acmeeting in Nashville, last cepted in the organization. ReSaturday. Doing the hatchet cently he became a member of
job were Atty. Avon Williams the Federation Dentaire InterOf Nashville; and Rev. Charles nationale, which has headWilliams of Memphis, general quarters in London, England.
chairman of TVC. The knifing A GLOOMY MESSAGE was
;of Clement came as a result of seen on an automobile, uniden-his handling of a code present- tified.,last week. The sign
'id to him by the Tennessee!said.
Human Relations Commission.i
Goldwater in 14
of which A. W. Willis, Jr., Ja i
Hotwater in '65
vice chairman. The "chopping"
Bread and Water in 'MI
came as a surprise to politi-! SHOCKING! SHOCKING! is
clans seated on the sideline, the way many local Negro
but it came as no surprise to voters are describing George
persOns who have been hear- Grider's recent statement
ing rumors to the effect that!against Civil Rights, County
TVC will dump Clement, if. Squire Grider is running for
and when he announces his Congress from this district
candidacy for the Senate. At COMMISSIONER JAMES W.
the same meeting Ross Bass MOORE couldn't have been
A HOME
was praised to.high heavens serious when he proposed that Six -year-old Claudia is being held by her
for his stand on civil rights. the court-ordered desegregatfoster mother, Mrs. Tulluha Blackwell.
Could it be that Gov. Clement ed, now closed public
At the left is Harry L. Strong, director of
has dropped all of his eggs swimming pools here be
Mallory Knishts. which promises to pay
In the TVC basket only to dis- opened this summer on sex- _
cover that the bottom is about segregation. That is — all
to fall out of the basket? And females swim at one pool and
now TVC is going fishing for all males at another. The cornBass.
missioner was just uttering Ceylon
HEAR THIS: Dr. Theron some words. The pool issue
•
Northcross and Dr. Charles should be settled according 1,,
Pinkston's applications for law. The law says "desegte- , a e e
membership in the Memphis gate them."

At last Claudia has found
home.
Claudia, a six-year-old victim of cerebral palsy and mental retardation, had been living at Juvenile Court, which
is not equipped or staffed to
supply the care and need
adequate for her condition. She
became a ward of the court
after her parents deserted her
more than a year ago.
She is now living with Mrs.
Tulluha Blackwell of 1003
Leath St., a former nurse and
a grandmother of seven children. She agreed to take
Claudia in her home after she
read a newspaper story of the
child's condition Doctors said!
every day Claudia spent in,
the court decreased her chance
of survival.
She and a white lad, Lee,
five, both were lucky. Lee,
who had also been at court,
was taken by a mother of
four children.
The Mallory Knights, a local
charitable organization, which
had joined Juvenile Court in
trying to locate a home for
Claudia, has agreed to pay $50
a month for Claudia's support
in Mrs. Blackwell's home.
Aid has also been promised
by the Women of the Tennessee Regular Convention,
The Mallory Knights' headquarters are at 280 Hernando
St. Strong said that their organization is anxious to have,
other organizations. and persons contribute to the care of!
Claudia. Interested Persons
should ca 11 the Mallory
Knights at 523-2784.
a

o

FOR CLAUDIA
for Cloudla's rare: and Mr.. Nancy Ratliff,
director of Juvenile Court's special service

department, which also helped to place
Claudia In Mrs. Blackweli's home.

Ambassad
or
.
rtdD
uring Visit

'King And Queen
To Be Crowned
By Zuber-Bynum

RECALL WORLD WAR I DAYS
When E. A. Withers. 74, of Memphis and John Greene,
76, of Somerville perchance to meet In Somerville recently,
they were unaware that they had served in the same
U.S. Army platoon, the 368 Infantry, from October 1917
to March 1919 at Camp Meade, Md. Speaking about being
in Paris. France the same time of the late Gen. Douglas
MacArthur, Greene inquired of Withers, the year. That is
when they discovered that they were members of the
same outfit In France. They did not know that they have
lived within 40 some miles of each other since that time.
Withers lives at 1062 N. Manassas St. and Greene lives In
Somerville.

Ceylon's ambassador to the dors is under sponsorship of
'United States, Sir Senerat the American Missionary AsjGunewardene, closes out his sociation, founder of LeMoyne The annual king and queen
three-day visit to LeMoyne in 1870.
AmmsomiNammiwiramm.
contest for Special education
College and the City of Mem
children of Memphis and ShelSOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN HOED AT
phis on Thursday of this week.
by county will- be held on SatHe arrived Tuesday morning
urday, May 19, from 3 to 5
WALDORF CLUB
and spoke that evening at
p.m. in the Abe Scharff branch
CLEVELAND, Ohio — Dele- and program, in the use of Second Congregational Church
of the YMCA.
gates to the YWCA National facilities and in administra- under sponsorship of LeThe affair is being sponsorConvention, being held here, live and employment practices. Moyne's Collegiate Chapter for
ed by the Zuber-Bynum Counstood zilently in the city's pub- — also to work for reconcilia- the United Nations, the InNew Soft Red Carpeting — Soft Glowing Lights
cil, and the winners will be
lic square last Friday to public- lion and full integration im- ternational Relations Club at The Atlanta U. S. Civil Serv- declared the ones selling
Lilting Music
the WHITHER THOU GOEST
ly demonstrate their pledge to mediately in all areas of the Southwestern and the Memphis ice Regional Office is accept- greatest number of
votes at Handy bible which fits can'
further racial integration both'communities' life, including chapter of the American Asso- ing applications
.vitni•ntly Int• your glove comfor Account- ten cents each.
Our Specialities Are
portment is mr biosid• you
in YWCA and communities education, employment, haus. clarion for the United Nations.
•Steaks • Fried Shrimp •Shrimp Cocktail •Chicken
Culminating the activity will •fleting pipac• tif mind and innw
across this country.
ing, public facilities and reli- A reception in the ambas- ant and Auditor positions paysecurity wherever you may be.
Delegates to the 23rd con- gious and social institutions." sador's honor was held in the ing from $7,030 to $9,980 a be the platter party with
Everyon• can benefit by having
Robert "Honeyboy" Thomas this King Jam•s, Vienn•s•
We Also Serve
vention went on record for, The resolution to march from Alumni Room of the Hollis year.
bibl•
at his fingertips. Lit th• auto'
spinning records. Admission
• Hamburgers •Cheeseburgers
"a conscious and deliberate ef- convention headquarters at F. Price Library Tuesday night
Applicants
will
be
graded
bible
accompany
you
in
your
will
be 25 cents and refresh- travels. Only 5 dollars• Luxury
fort to assure complete racial Sheraton, — Cleveland hotel following Sir Gunewardene's
on their experience, education ments will be sold.
Integration in all aspects of to the public square, nearby, talk,
edition, leather bound with gold
Special Prices For
The
king and queen will be inlex• 10 dollars, pre-paid by
'YWCA mimbership, leadership was passed in a session Another ambassador to the and training. Applications will
Parties—Club Meetings —Receptions —Anniversariet
cheer; gosh or money code., rephotographed
during the coro- turn postag• guaranteed. Sorry,
Wednesday. The resolution United States, Paul Tremblay, be accepted until June 8, 1984.
nation ceremonies and will no COD'.
proposed that YWCA delegates from Canada, will be Le- Positions
145 Aortion A ye.
JA 6-9989
to be filled are lo- ride
PA C. Brown — Own."'
in a beautifully decorated BIBEL-SERVICE, Vienna 13.,
"stand in silent observance for Moyne's guest May 8-10.
C /curie C. Strong, Mgr.
Braunschweig***** 13, Austria.
Coll For R•s•rvotions
five minutes" as "the YWCA's Visitshy the two ambassa- cated in the states of Missis- car during the Grand Parade
sippi, Alabama, Georgia, North of the Cotton Makers Jubilee.
witness to those who suffer -Carolina, South Carolina, Flodeath, physical violence and c
ride, Tennessee, and Ft. Campspiritual anguish because of injustice and intolerance persist
bell, Kentucky.
in our society."
Persons interested may obThe delegation which repre- A cantata has been planned tain application forms or inMr. and Mrs. John Bowden
1W148-2666
1940 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET
WH 8-2666
for
Emmanuel
Baptist
their
million
church,
two
sents
more
as
than
had
St.
Oriole
formation
1436
•
as to where such
houseguests last week Mr. and members and program partici- 245 Ayers Ave., at 8 p.m. forms are available at any
Mrs. Leroy E. Bradshaw of pants across the nation, stated Thursday, May 7. The musi- post office.
cleveland, Ohio. Mrs. Bowden further in the resolution, that
cal is being sponsored by the
Is the sister of Bradshaw, who "we are each responsible for
is a native of Memphis but the unfinished task of insur- Supervisor's Council, which is
1
left here many many years ing freedom and full equality headed by Mrs. Sadie Reedus._
HOUSE FULL OF FURNITURE - AS LOW AS $3.00 PER WEEK:
ago. He and his sister's father to all."
was the late Rev. J. F. Brad- Among persons from MemCars Or
shaw, a Baptist minister who phis, Tenn., attending the conUsed Cars
vention in the recently racial
lived on Lucy Ave.
The Bradshaws came to strife-torn city, is Mrs. Addie
TERMITES -ROACHES
Memphis, a city scheduled in Owen, executive secretary of
FINANCING TO SUIT
the Sarah Brown Branch
WATER BUGS -RATS
in their tour. They had visited YWCA.
YOUR PLVZSE
Briscoe, Ark., Phoenix, Ariz..
Licensed and Bonded
Seattle and Portland. Wash
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
and San Francisco and Lce;
EMBARRASSED
Angeles, Cal. From here they
"WE KILL TO LIVE"
JAMES I SHANNON
L. C. SCOTT
returned to Cleveland.
Asst. Field Soles Monoger
Fi•ld Soles Manag•r
CALL
Mrs. Bradshaw is employed
at the Cleveland Call & Peed
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
newspaper.
DEALERS

Delegates To National YWCA
Convention Demonstrate To
•End All Racial Segregation

Federal Jobs
To Be Fi9led

Bowdens Visited
By Relatives Of
Veveland, Ohio

antata Planned

FREE
FREE
FREE
One s2995 Transistor Radio With The Purchase of s150" or More

PEST

EXTERMINATING CO.

'Silence' Is Cruelty?
•
LONDON — (UPI) — Ethel
Essex got a divorce from her
husband Sidney on grounds of
cruelty after testifying that he
did not speak to her for more
than four years, and communicated by an exchange of notes.
The long silence began in October, 1959, she said, after she
went to a show with a woman
friend. Her husband accused
her of going out witn another
man.

O.Z. EVERS

We Hose A Complete Line
Of Garden Supplies
Spring Time Is
Planting Time
•Garden Seeds
• Flower Seeds
Pot Flower Plants
Insecticides & Fertilizers

"THE EAST ROOM"

iFREEMAN FURNITURE I& APPLIANCE CO.

Buy Your
1964

8 N Front
527-3414

•

Claudia Is
Still In
Need

DOWN FRONT!'

SEED MART

•

Page

SYLNANIA

From Us

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. FA 7-6033

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

Across From
The Post Office
Open From 8 to 5:30
THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE NIADE

worm. Model REE 1132

FARMER'S
MARKET
Store No. 1
2861 Lamar
24 Hrs. Per Day
(We Never Close)

LEO KING

For proper fitting and counseling when you
buy Stacy Adams Shoes, see Leo who has been
selling Stacy's at B.J.R. for over 25 yrs.

Store No. 2
2261 S. Bellevue
Open 6 A.M.
till Midnight

**

' SLEY.• JONES RAGLAND
BEA

99 South Main

..,

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

NORG

GAS RANGE

APPROVED CREDIT
See Us For Your House
Full of Furniture

FREEMAN
Furniture & Appliance Co.
1440 So. Lauderdale St.

CHECK THESE BARGAINS
BEFORE YOU GO
ANYWHERE
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Methodists Teens' Concert To Benefit
:sEbeding ipon,:fBeatouruinngdthel.TeeenMoTyhenceonceCo
Elect Negro AAfcroinca
To Post

was seen casting in two mites.
JESUS OBSERVED
"A sower went out to sow The very mention of such Peohis seeds", "A certain man had ple in these conditions could
two sons", "A certain than Lave meant any of His hearers
went down from Jerusalem to at a particular point in their
Jericho", "And He saw a cer- lives. And each instance He
tain poor widow casting in mentioned a certain man or a
thither mites", "And there was certain woman His hearers
a certain rich man", and "A started examining themselves.
certain woman who came to and no doubt asking within,
the well" all give evidence how "Lord, is it I?"
BERTRAND BOOSTERS PRESENT
concerned Jesus was with the The parallelism that take&
Jones, Mrs. Julia Ball, Mrs. Maggie Peace,
Proceeds from a recent tea presented by
unnamed people of the Bible. place in the lives of these
Mrs. Emma Curry and Mrs. Clara Barnes.
members of the Father Bertrand Boosters'
Relating a story Jesus says, Bible personalities oftimes take
On second row, same order, are Miss
a sower went out to sow, a place in our lives. Jesus was
club will be used to buy uniforms for the
certain man had two sons, a not concerned with whom they
Fannie Conners, Mrs. Frances Milam and
school's band members, and support given
certain man decided to go were but with what they were
Mrs. Raychelle Carhee. In rear are, from
the event made it a successful venture.
to doing. While we are busy deJerusalem
down from
left, Mrs. Evelyn Carter, Mrs. Ida Flythe
here are Circle members of the club
Seen
Jericho and He saw a certain claring ourselves pastor to
and Mrs. Bernice Hines. Mn, Flythe was
representing St. Augustine Elementary and
widow casting in thither two his, president of that, or sugeneral chairman; Mrs. Nina Brayon decFather Bertrand High schools. Standing
mites and on He went. All perintendent Jesus is basically
orations chairman, and Mrs. Peace chairon first row, from left, are Charles Marof these people were people concerned with what we are
man of entertainment.
shall, Mrs. Ritta P. Smith, Mrs. Lillian
whom Jesus had observed as doing.
he went about His work.
COULD BE YOU
These people were not the Are you the father of those
'Know Your Negro History
"four hundreds" of the corn- two sons who has the power
just
were
obediof
ordiface
they
the
to
in
munity;
love
nary people who happened to ence? Or are you that man
An important development in
have come in focus of the who decided to go down to
establishment of an indethe
among
fall
vision of Jesus. Jesus was not Jericho
and
YW-Wives Club of the Rouhlac, Mrs. Effie Flagg;
concerned about their names — thieves only to have the bet- The
pendent Negro church moveAnd Mrs. Bessie Edwards,
His chief concern was the ter nature of your fellowman Sarah Brown Branch Young
ment in America was the esdeeds that they were corn- brought out Are you that? poor Women's Christian Association Mrs. Hilda Helm, Mrs. Ru.ssell
milting.
old widow who comes to God's had Mrs. Maxine Smith, Ex- Sugarmon, Mrs. Ruth Y. Por- tablishment of the Free Afritable and place your all upon ecutive Director of the NAACP, ter, Mrs. Ruth Reeves, Mrs. can Society in Philadelphia on
AGE OF PUBLICITY
We live in a day when most the altar? Are you that worn- to speak on "Our Changing Martha Dulaney, Mrs. Estelle April 12, 1787.
people want to keep their an who comes to the well to Community," at a recent lunch- Tolliver, Mrs. E. J. Campbell,
names in the limelight. They get water and let social and eon. The YW-Wives, as other Miss Barbara Neal, Mrs. C.
want every one to know whom racial barriers prevent you groups in the YWCA are con- Frazier, Mrs. Addle Owen,
they are. They always Want from recognizing Jesus as Jesus cerned about building more Mrs. Alice Ruth Minor, Mrs.
someone to come up and in- oaly to have eyes opened one effective, interracial and in- Maud Bright, Mrs. Willie W.
troduce them as someone who day to excalim, "Come see tergroup understanding.
Aldridge, Mrs. Brown Jones,
has performed a great feat, a man who has told me all!"
The problems which arise Mrs. Ester Franklin, Mrs. Leisa
They want the world to know No, what you are in the sight out of racial discrimination are Robinson, Mrs. Frank Brown,
exactly where they have been, of your fellowman does not'seen in all of the social situa- Mrs. Alice Moore, Mrs. Estelle
what they have done, and what amount to very much. You tions — poverty, population Morgan.
may be one thing today and growth, mobility, unemploytheir future plans are.
But here Jesus says, "A cer- something else tomorrow. The ment, and education. Women
tam n man had two sons" this real value that is placed upon are particularly concerned with
could have been any man, the this life is wrapped up in the these critical issues.
Awe
father of two sons among His fact that we are able to be
art particticularly concernhearers. Then He stops again something in the sight of God en
issues.
critical
these
with
ed
will
name
the
after
and says, "A certain man de- and long
the YWCA they
cided to go down from Jeru- have lost his significance Jesus As women in
stake in prosalem to Jericho," or A cer- can say of us, "A certain man have a vital
grams designed to ease tentam n poor widow, if you please, — a certain woman—"
sions and to assure peaceful
and constructive relations between people.
Members in the YW-Wives
Club heard Mrs. Smith tell
how they can also be a force
for helping to build in their
lives respect for human dignity and for justice for which
they are committed by their
science.
of
teachers
school
dary
week
this
College
LeMoyne
Automobile, Furniture
of Christian faith, and how to
Representatives
announced plans for an inSignature
work toward the goals of jusservice institute in physical LeMoyne's natural scence di- tice, equality, and democracy Thor* Is a reason why p•ool•
visiting
are
already
vision
Ilk,
seconbusln•ss
de
with us. You,
to
for
biology
and
science
for all American citizens.
too, will Ilk. our court•ous treatjunior and senior high school
Chairto
F.
P.
you.
desire
and
help
Mrs.
Caruthers,
ment
science teachers in the TriThursday and Friday
State area, pointing up the man of the group presided at "Upon
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
value of the institute which the luncheon. Mrs. Russell
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
is being sponsored by the Na- Sugarmon, Sr. introduced Mrs.
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Smith.
tional Science Foundation.
Home Owned - Henri, Operated
were:
Miss
Those
attending
Dr. W. W. Gibson, chairman
DIXIE
of the natural science division Margaret McCulloch, M r s.
FINANCE COMPANY
Mrs.
Mary
Lutishia
Reeves,
and professor of biology at
"W• Ilke to say psis to your
Brown, Mrs. Ocea Stewart,
loan requIs•t"
The day of miracles is not LeMoyne, said the institute Mrs. Ernestine Lindsey, Mrs.
Examln•d and Superylserd by
Saturgone, according to a report of will be conducted on
th• Stat• D•partment of
Hawkins,
Mrs.
Cleo
Christine
a miraculous recovery from days, starting in September Armfield, Mrs. P. F. Caruthers,
Insurant• and Banking.
a stroke sent in last week by and continuing through May. Mrs. Lois
2 LOCATIONS
Greenwood, Mrs. E.
Mrs. Daisy Howell of 300 Ash- Participants will receive four Goldsby, Mrs. Effie
Satterfield, 161 S. Main, JA 1-8501
hours of college credit.
land st.
Mrs. T. J. Johnson, Mrs. 152 Madison, JA 5-1611
FREE TO 40
Mrs. Howell said that on
The institute will be op- Mary D. King, Mrs. Isabelle
collapsed
she
1962,
25,
June
erated on a $10,355.57 NSF
and fell in her bathroom with, grant and will
be free to the
a stroke and had to be carried
40 teachers accepted for the
to her bed, and for more than
cou rse.
10 days had to be carried
The institute not only proeverywhere she went.
"Then one day while lying vides free tuition but travel
allowance and book fees as
In bed, meditating on the
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
well.
wonders of the Lord," Missionary Howell said. "who Classes are limited to 20
senior high school teachers
says 'I am He who heals all of
and 20 junior high school inthy diseases,' a voice told me
to get up and walk across the structors.
Courses will be taught by
AT YOUR FOOD STORK
room to a chair and back to
competent college and univermy bed.
"By faith I immediately got sity professors.
TeacherS —Friferested in enup and walked to the chair
and back to my bed, and rolling should contact Dr. Gibthanks be to God I have been son, care of LeMoyne College,
walking ever since," slte 807 Walker Avenue.
states.
Mrs. Howell said that she FAVORITE TUNES FROM
believes her faith in God
AUSTRIA AND GERMANY
helped make her well, and
Authentic wolf", drinking
that she wanted to share her
songs, march., folk music.
Bring th• old world flavor into
experiences with others so
your horn• with the unforgettobl•
that their faith might. be
m•lodies of th• masters end tro•
strengthened.
di tional austrion, german tunes

rEA

Mrs. Maxine Smith Talks To
YW-Wives About Changes Here

sored by her sorority sisters,
Singers will be given Monday
Beta Tau chapter of Alpha
Hall
Bruce
in
4,
May
night,
Kappa Alpha. It will begin at
with
campus
LeMoyne
an the
8 p.m.
proceeds going to Miss VarMiss Logan is one of 300
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — nell Logan, a junior at the
Bishop Prince A. Taylor. Jr. college who is raising funds to American students going to
Africa for two months to work
became the first Negro to be cover part of the cost of her
small villages and towns
named president-designate of trip to Africa during the sum- in
under sponsorship of Operathe Methodist church by the mer.
tion Crossroads Africa.
council of bishops.
Miss Logan must raise nearcouncil
the
time
same
the
At
ly half of the $1,700 needed to
Wicke,
C.
elected Bishop Lloyd
cover the cost of her trip.
New York City, president of
She has received gifts from
Bishop
succeed
council
to
the
LeMoyne's faculty and stuPaul N. Garber of Richmond,!
dents, her church, Open Door
Va. Wicke was president desBaptist; Carver High School,
ignate last year.
Do you want a job which will friends and from persons who
of
council
The 28-member
pay you more than your pres- read about her efforts in local
the Methodist church, w hi c h ent job? Do you want a job newspapers.
has more than 10 million mem- which will pay you according
Miss Logan resides at 2288
bers in the United States, met to the amount of work you do?
here in advance of the Ouad- Do you want a job on which Amherst.
General
Methodist
renniai
there is no salary limit?
Conferences which opens today
If your answer to the above Know Your Negro History
at the civic arena.
questions is yes, contact the
in 1790 limited naBishop Taylor, 57, was elect- Advertising Department of the Congress
7
ed on the first ballot. He has Tri-State Defender. Available ulralization to white aliens.
lived in Monrovia, Liberia for are positions for Salesmen in
the past eight years, heading the Advertising Department
the Monrovia area of the Call JAckson 6-8397 today and!
church.
ask for Mr. Whittier A. Sens-

Big Opportunity
For Salesmen In
Advertising Dept.

stacke.
Do not worry if you have not
had previous experience in advertising salesmanship, we will
train you on the job.
Persons 21-years of age and
homemakers was told that a older are eligible for the job.
child's room should have book Persons who are retired from
shelves. to house not only other professions will be conbooks but the radio, games and sidered,
adcistorage In general, according to Call JAckson 6-8397 for
the National Housing Center. tional i iformation.

Double Duty
Shelves

NEED
CASH!

40 Science Grants To
Be Offered At LeMoyne

—Quick Loans—

Missionary Says
Voice Told Her To
Get Up And Walk

SAVE 80*l'hotd•i
..„„ —
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4

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Colors and Coker
Cembinotlests
for Lishees end
rponisotioas

CHURCH FORNITURE
telpits, Peel, Came.Tablet
Lowest Prices Amami&
WRITE FOR FREE EATAL06

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 N St.,11-L
65 WhItetroll Si,S.W.
Welkin/tee 2,D.C. Athens 3,filitergie
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It's in the Mail....
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Eli

2400
FREE •
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QUALITY
STAMPS!
'Redeem
each and
every coupon

19'

I9

aa

Coupon Series #2 Good thru May 2nd

Know Your Negro History
Crispus Attucks, on the evening of Monday, March 5,
1770, was the first to die in tbe
Boston Massacre, which marked the beginning of organized
resistance to the British.
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
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WELCOME WEEK V

USED CAR SHOPPERS BARGAINS-BARGAINS BUYS FOR EVERYONE
SPORTS CARS
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THREE REASONS•WELCOME WEEK

MAKES, MODELS & COLORS

USED CAR SHOPPERS Earn Big Dividends, By Simply Following Up This Weekly Displo or Bargains
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300 NEW RAMBLERS
America's Most Economical & Low Price Automobile
Up to 34 Miles Per Gallon
1961 Ford .
S895
Fairlane 2-door, 6 cylinder, automatic, radio, heater
Excellent gas mileage.
1961 Chev
S 1395
Bel Air 4 Dr. 6 Cyl. with Powerglide, R.H., Fresh
1960 Olds
Super 88, 4 dr. Hydramatic, R.H. Glis. White, with
blue int.

1963 Ford Gal
(500)1,000 Actual Miles, Like New
1963 Fairlane
(500) V-8, R. H. Automatic

1962 Falcon Wagon
W. S. W., Like New, 4 Or.

1961 Chev. Imp
4 Dr. Sedan, Fully Equipp.

1960 Olds, Dyn 88
SI 395
4 Or., Sedan, R,H., Autom, Full Power, Fact. Air.

1960 Cher. Imp. Cony
Real Nice, Power Stern. Autom

1962 Gal. (500) Cony.
R.H., Autom., P.S., Real Bargain.

51195

51595
5895
1961 Ramb., 4 Dr. Classic
51195
with recond. engine., R.H., Looks and drives the best
1960 Buick
Elec, 225,2 Dr. Hdtp., Factory air and full pw., Nice
1959 Plym. Fury
2 Dr. Hdt Golden Commando Engine. Auto. R & H.

1960 Ramb
5 1095
Cross Country Stat. Wgn. R.H., Auto. Ideal for the
family vacation.
/1063 Yolks
.
5,000 act. Miles. Black with white tires.

1963 Falcon, 2 Or
S. Stick, R. H.. Real Economical Car

1962 Ford Gal., Sedan
4 Dr., V-8. R.H., S. Transm. Less than 30,00

Avant'
Full Power, Air Cond. 800 Miles
Chev. Pickup
1963 Lark
4 Dr. Sedan, Autom., Trans., R.H., Like New
5,000 Miles
1962 Pont., Temp
4 Or., Autom. Trans., R.H„

Tutone Finish, R. H.
Starfire Cony
R. H. Autom. Air Cond. New Tires
Olds. Super 88
Holiday, R.H., P.S

Air Cond.

Lincoln 4 Dr. Sedan
Autom. R. H. Air Cond.

R. H., Autom. P.S., Air Cond.
1963 Austin
6,000 Miles, Showroom New
W th this coupon and the purchase of any '63 or 64 Rambler co re
gular price, purchased at Security Rambler. One coupon per cor.
This offer expires May 2, 1964

1960 Pont. Station Wagon
Autom., R. H., P.S.B. Air, 9 Passenger

5 1095

1963 Chev. Biscayne
4 Or., Sedan, R. H.. S. Trans. Less Than 12
Miles
1960 T. Bird
Black & Grey - Red & White Interior Leather
Power & Air Condition.
1961 Comet
4 Dr. Sedan, Heater, S. Trans. Black, W White
Leather Interior

WORKING MEN USED CAR LOT
Many Cars & Prices To Choose

1963 T. Bird, Autom
P.B.S., Beautiful Lite Blue Finish

1960 Dodge Seneca V-8 4 Dr
5895
R.H., Straight drive. Excellent Condition.
1959 De Soto 2 Dr. H.T
S895
fact. air. Power ster. and brakes. Like new cond.

1959 Ford 2 Dr. Sedan
V-8, R. H., S. Transm,

1960 Chev. Imp. Coupe
Autom., R.H., White W Red Int.
1959 Olds. 88 4 Dr
Autom, R.H., P.S.B., Air Cond.

1959 Ford. Conv
R.H., Ford-o-Matic. wht. tires. wht. with black tp.
Extra Clean
1961 Ramb. Classic Custom
Air. cond. 4 Dr., Auto. R & H. Like New

5 1295

1963 Lark
4 Dr. Overdrive Transm. R.H., Air Cond.

1963 Olds, Super 88
4 Dr. Sedan, P.B.S., R.H., Beautiful Lite Green
Air Condition

51395

1963 Ramb
Only 5000 act. miles on this one owner, Factory
warranty. Save hundreds on this one.
1959 T-Bird
2 Dr. H.T. True luxury at such a 1 cm price.
1962 Ramb. Classic
Custom station wagon. Very low city mileage.
Automatic, radio heater.

Beautiful Red Khaki Top, R.N., S. Trans.

5995

1959 Ford Cty. Squire
9 Pass. R. H., Autom. Solid Black - Red Interior

'1595
'1595

1963 Gal. (500)
52595
20 Fast Back, Solid Red Matching Int. Leather, R.H.
390 Engine

1958 Chev. 2 Dr.
Powerglide with heater. Locally owned Excel. Cond.
1959 Ramb
5895
Cnly 35,000 miles on this one-owner trade-in. Must
see to appreciate.
1962 Falcon, 4 Dr
Low Mileage, city driven. Sharp

1395

1962 Ramb. Convertible
Auto. radio. heater, white tires, new top, bucket
seats. Like new.
Lancer, 4 Dr.,
Radio, heater, white tires, Economy plus.

Ride. See One of these

1960 Chev. Imp
, 4 Dr., Sedan, R.H., Autom.

Courteous Salesmen

Classic 2 Dr. Equipped.
Ford, Fairlane 500
4 Dr., radio, heater, automatic.

1959 Olds. Cony
R.H., Automatic, P.B.S.

Chev. Bel Air
2 Or. Radio, heater. Extra Clean.
1960 Rambler
Custom 4 Dr. Factory air, full power. RH. A
trans. Sharp.

1961 Chevy Wagon
Automatic, R. H., Beautiful Gold Mist

1961 Valiant, 4 Dr
R. H., White Tires,
1959 Olds Super 88
Fiesta Wagon., Radio, Heater, autol power stee
and brakes.
1961 Chev. Bel Air
4 Dr., V-8 straight stick, radio heater.
drives the best.

Our Courteous Salesmen
Are Ready To Do Business
On The Spot
Financing No Problem, We Own Our

Run

SECURITY RAMBLER
675 Union Ave Used Car 525-6397
695 Union Ave New Car 525.6393

FINANCE COMPANY
OLDSMOBILE
962 I nion

BR 6.6613

THIRD & GAYSO AVENUE • JA 6-8871
OPEN RITES
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Assail Bias Protests
Civil rights demonstrators
heard themselves denounced in
the U. S. Senate for their undiminished militancy. Senators
Hubert H. Humphrey (D. Minn.)
and Thomas H. Kuchel (R. Cal.)
mounted a bi-partisan attack on
what they termed "unruly demonstrations and protests."
"Violence," the Senators said,
"is the very antithesis of law
and order. Illegal dist]rbances,
demonstrations which lead to
violence or to injury, strike
grievous blows at the cause of
decent civil rights legislation.*
They felt that the cause of Negro equality would be advanced
if rights advocates conduct
"their peaceful crusade with the
same good manners, forebearance and devotion so abundantly
displayed in last August's civil
rights march on Washington."
We know of no instance in
which civil rights demonstrators
have been unruly. Even the dissident Brooklyn chapter of the
Congress of Racial Equality adheres to the mother-organization's basic philosophical ritual
of non-violence.
Violence occurs only at the
instance of brutal police or state
troopers as was the case in Princess Ann, Maryland, and Birmingham, Alabama where vicious dogs and high-powered fire
hoses were used against the
peaceful demonstrators.
Obviously the Senators were
aiming their arrows at t he
suspended Brooklyn CORE unit
which blueprinted a massive
traffic tie-up for the opening of
the New York World's Fair.
Why should an incident of
this character strike "grievous
blows at the cause of decent
civil rights legislation?" Perhaps
the hard core segregationists in

the Senate will insert this incident in their filibustering marathon speeches. Well, they will
use any excuse to prolong the
debates on the racial equality
legislation.
The proponents of the bill
should not go out of their way in
quest of incidents that the opponents would utilize as their
piece de resistance. Men like
Humphrey and Kuchel, who are
honest and sincere and who have
a profound sense of their legislative responsibilities, have a
moral obligation to create the
proper climate f o r pushing
through the civil rights measure
with all the power, logic and influence at their command.
They should not lose heart
in the initial stage of a great
debate. The battle has just begun. Great forces are being mobilized in favor of equality. The
situation is very critical and will
grow increasingly so if the Senate allows the Southern bloc to
delay passage of the legislation.
If the Southern filibuster is
allowed to continue beyond the
month of June, there'll be demonstrations and riots all over the
nation. The Negro people's patience is about exhausted. They
are not going to wait another
hundred years to be integrated
into the American society. There
will be civil disobedience on a
scale never witnessed before if
white folk make the mistake of
interfering with Negro demonstrations and protests. Our people are in an angry mood. They
will fight and die for the cause
which they believe to be holy
and just.
We invite the Senators on
both sides of the battle lines to
take due notice of this warning.

Notwithstanding
Thaddeus T. Stokes
LET'S SOLVE THE PROBLEM
The National YWCA Convention, meeting in Cleveland, Ohio,
took a forthright stand against
the evils inherent in enforced
racial segregation. I recommend
that the pastor and congregation
at Second Presbyterian church
here in Memphis study the antisegregation resolution passed at
the 23rd annual convention of
the National YWCA. I would also
recommend that Memphis City
Commissioner James W. Moore,
who has not taken a realistic approach to desegregating the public swimming pools here in Mem-phis, to read the resolution adopted by the National YWCA.
In great need of coming
abreast with signs-of-time is U. S.
Senator Albert Core of Tennessee, who has finally revealed his
anti-bellum thinking about civil
rights. Senator Gore, according
to a recent news story, is opposed
to full civil rights for Negro
Americans.
We are not surprised at the
fact that Senator Richard B. Russell of Georgia, brother of the
pastor of Second Presbyterian
church, Dr. Henry E. Russell,
openly opposes civil rights legislation; or Senator Eastland of
Mississippi, or any of the other
avowed racists in the U. S. Senate. But Senator Gore has led
the Negroes in Tennessee to believe that he is in favor of progressing toward the unfinished
tenets expounded in the Emancipation Proclamation issued 100
years ago. Now we know, Senator
Gore is opposed to Negroes enjoying full civil rights.
RACIAL INTOLERANCE
I would also suggest that County Squire George Grider read the
resolution passed by the National YWCA Convention. Grider,
who has portrayed himself as
the "great liberal" is accredited
with doing a "reversal on civil
rights for Negroes," according to
a recent news story. I wonder if
Alabama's Gov. Wallace's results
in a recent primary in Wisconsin
have had an effect on Grider's
"liberal attitude?"
Let me state here and now
what the YWCA stated in the
resolution, in racially, strife-torn
Cleveland, Ohio, which had been

very successful in hiding its
"dirty linen" until the crucial test
came — a white minister was
killed by a bulldozer and a fiveyear-old child's life was snuffed
out because of racial intolerance.
The YWCA has been a leading
force in helping to break down
racial taboo. The resolution issued in Cleveland at the 23rd annual convention stated that "a
conscious and deliberate effort
to assure complete racial integration in all aspects of YWCA
membership, leadership and program, in the use of facilities and
in administrative and employment practices — and to work for
reconciliation and full integration immediately in all areas of
the communities' life, including
education, employment, housing,
public facilities and religious and
social institutions."
The YWCA ladies also admit
that "we are each responsible for
the unfinished task of insuring
freedom and full equality to all.''
They went on to publicly admit
that racial segregation has caused
"death, physical violence and
spiritual anguish because injustice and intolerance persist in
our society. They pledge to adhere to "Our individual responsibility for this suffering — our
determination to work vigorously and actively to eliminate in
our organization these conditions
of injustice and intolerance" and
"our commitment to eliminate
the conditions which precipitate
such tragedies in our national
life."
FULL EQUALITY
I invite City Commissioner
Moore,Senator Gore, Dr. Russell,
Squire Grider and all other
"thinking Americans" to heed the
signs-of-the-times. To ignore the
fact that American Negroes want
full opportunities to be included
totally in all aspects of America's
life — Now — not 200 years after
the declaration of the Emancipation Proclamation, is to be like
the proverbial ostrich — which
buries its head in the sand in the
time of storm. The problem inherent to racial segregation in
America will not dissappear by
burying heads in the sand. Let
us face it. We must solve the
problem.

• •
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The Bitter Pill From Wis.

t

Only In America
By HARRY GOLDEN

Loss Of Human Resources
The irony of this momentuous
racial turmoil is that while the
Negro is fighting for a chance
to start at the bottom of the
ladder the white man will gain
the most after the colored man
starts up.
For the past 75 years the
South has exported its brains
along with its tobacco, textiles,
and furniture. It exported its
brains and this was unwittingly.
Because the South maintained
a second class citizenship for the
Negro it had also to maintain
second class institutions for him.
Hundreds of thousands of Negroes did not want those second
class institutions. They found
first class institutions elsewhere.
When you draw a line and say
certain people shall not cross
it you find yourself watching
that line for the rest of your life.
You become obsessed with that
line.
You begin to think it the most
important thing in your life,
more important than the Cold
War, or intellectual advancement, and you are even willing
to work for 75 cents an hour less
than the fellow in the North because you fear that full participation in the industrial complex
will breach the line.
The loss of human resources
is most tragic when we consider
the economic development of
the Negro of the South. Think
what would have happened to
other ethnic or racial groups if
each year they had lost twothirds of their college graduates.
Southern Negroes went
through the high schools and
colleges provided them by the
Southern states at a tremendous
cost to the tax payers and when
they received their diplomas

they departed for the cities in
the North.
We were thus educating technicians for the benefit of Detroit, Camden, N. J., and Washington, D. C.
Let me give you two examples
by no means extraordinary. Edward R. Dudley is the Borough
President of Manhattan. Prior to
his election, Mr. Dudley served
as a Domestic Relations Court
Justice.
A few years ago, the Democratic Party chose him to run
for Attorney General of the
State of New York, the highest
office to which a Negro in the
Empire State has been nominated by a major political party.
Mr. Dudley is a 51-year-old
Negro graduated from Johnson
C. Smith University in Charlotte.
Another Johnson C. Smith
graduate, a Tar Heel of many
generations, is George E. Meares,
Kings County (Brooklyn) probation officer whose work in human relations has brought him
national fame and many awards.
At a conference in WinstonSalem some months ago, North
Carolina's Governor Sanford
told Mr. Meares that he was sorry North Carolina lost him, but
both Mr. Dudley and Mr. Meares
did not want to come back to
become poorly paid schoolteachers or underprivileged
clergymen within their own
ghetto.
Nor did they want to become
janitors or handymen, the only
professions open to them in the
"white" society.
You can multiply the Mr.
Dudleys and the Mr. Meareses
by thousands and you can begin
to arrive at some measure of
this vast loss of human resources.
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Know
The
Negro

By AL DUCKETT

Keep Walking For Us Sidney
Dear Sidney Poitier:
Each year, I secure myself a
ringside seat at my television
set to watch the dramatic unfolding of the Academy Awards.
Each year, I say to myself cynically: "Well, let's see what kind
of corn these lovely people are
going to come up with this time."
And, every year, the same
thing happens.
At some point in the ceremony,
someone comes along, disregarding the script, refusing to adopt
the practised, studied manners
of phony humility and gratitude, and makes some simple,
sincere gesture which brings

the tears to my oyes.
You did it this year.
You came forward to receive
your richly deserved honor as
the best actor. The way you
came down that aisle and up
those steps, I felt like I was
walking with you.
I felt like I was getting an
award.
I felt like every Negro was
holding hands with you and mc.
I felt like there was hope in
a land where only a few days
ago, segregation had set up a
command post in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.
I felt like we are going to be

Undoubtedly, many of us are
bitterly disappointed that, a
'Northern state like Wisconsin,
home of so many second-generation Americans, could deliver
to a segregationist like Governor Wallace almost a quarter
of a million votes of confidence.
It merely goes to show, as
Wisconsin's Governor has said,
that there are many prejudiced
people in that state. But the
significance is deeper than this.
The Wisconsin vote was a
fresh evidence of the white
Northern counter - revolution
which has been growing in resentment against civil rights
legislation and the Negro demands for .equality and Justice.
The saddest part of it all is
that this counter-revolution includes many so-called "white
liberals" who were so horrified
at the injustices committed in
the South.
But when the barking dogs
of Birmingham were stilled and
the pressure of the fire hoses
had been curtailed, the Negro
in the North took a new and
clear look at his own situation.
He found that segregation
and discrimination, Northernstyle, were as insidious as any
open and frank Southern brutalities. So the Negro in the
North got on the march and the
bleeding heart liberals suddenly
realized that they didn't want
job competition from the Negro.
They didn't want Negro children infiltrating their schools.
They didn't want the Negro for
a neighbor. They would much
rather send a check to the
NAACP, belong to some study
group on race relations and observe Brotherhood Week one
week out of the year.

This nation is in serious
trouble. Too many of us fail to
realize the depth of this trouble.
We are so certain of the
strength of our democracy that
those of us who really believe
in it have become smug. We are
concerned about the Castros
and the Khrushchevs, the outsiders. We are not aware of the
creeping corruption which
threatens us from within.
One of the most dangerous
threats is the symbolism represented in the candidacy of Senator Barry Goldwater. Many
people, these days, are prone to
dismiss Goldwater, to say his
chances are declining, that he
doesn't have a prayer to win
the nomination of the Republican Party.
I am not so certain that the
Goldwater threat is dead. I am
certain that the impetus it was
able to gain signifies great peril
for democratic institutions. And
I know that anything can happen in politics.
I realized that more keenly
than ever on that ugly day of
November 22, 1963, when a
bright light went out in the city
of Dallas.
If we want to preserve America — the America that was to
be in the minds of its founding
fathers — we had better wake
up.
The counter - revolution of
•
white people in America against
the aims and aspirations of the
Negro people in America is
ugly.
It could lead to a countercounter-revolution of the colored
peoples of the world against
the white peoples of the world.
And the world's population is
three-fourths colored people.
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Veep Race Gets Hotter
WASHINGTON — The Democratic vice presidential nomination race, despite its sub-rosa
character, is getting hotter than
ever. At its present stage there
is real concern among some
party professionals that it can
hurt President Johnson's reelection prospects regardless of
how it is solved eventually.
The principal ingredient in the
present disharmony is Atty. Gen.
Robert F. Kennedy, who, it can
be reported on good authority,
would like very much to be
chosen for the number two spot
on the Johnson ticket.
Unfortunately for both Kennedy and Johnson, the two never did hit it off well when Bobby's brother was president and
Bobby himself held power that
far surpassed his official Cabinet
position.
Now that the power situation
has reversed itself, Johnson recalls several incidents when Bobby worked against his personal
interests. Bobby, on the other
hand, is superasensitive to the
fact that Johnson now holds the
whip hand, and has shown signs
of using it to Bobby's personal

detrimel
At the same time. Bobby
is
keenly aware of the political
necessity for Johnson to hold
onto the large and unusually loyal Kennedy political faction
within the Democratic party.
Johnson is aware that the construction of that faction, in large
measure, was due to the political
acumen of Bobby Kennedy.
It may be that in the end Johnson will have to bow to the political realities within his own
party and select Bobby for vice
presidential nominee.
But if he does, it will be without the degree of conviction
which normally accompanies
such decisions.
Johnson's real choice appears
these days to his anti-poverty
campaign director, Sargent
Shriver, or Defense Secretary
Robert S. McNamara.
Should either of these men
succeed in building a widespread
favorable public image, one of
thew would have the inside
track, even if it means retiring
Bobby from his "inside" position
in Democratic party politics.

able to overcome.
You said the route to that
high moment had been a long
one. It has. In the colloquialism

of a dear friend of mine, you
have "walked good." Keep walking kir us, Sidney. We are holding your hand.

•
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YWCA COMMITTEE ON ADMINISTRATION
Following their recent YWCA Week annual dinner, members of the YWCA Committee on Administratico for the
Sarah Brown branch, tat together for this photograph.
From left are Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, Mrs. Lois Greenwood,
Mrs, Geneva Williams, Miss Margaret McCulloch, Mrs.
Omega Shelto, Mrs. C. R. Roulhao, Mrs. Willie Pegues,
Mrs. R. B. Sugarmon, Sr., Mrs. Cattle L. Stevens, Mina
Rosa Robinson, chairman; Mrs. Addle G. Owen, executive

• •

director: Mrs, T. J. Johnson. Mrs. D. J. Thomas, Mrs.
Belle Pettigrew, Mrs. Marie L. Adams, Mrs. Mary W.
Collier, Miss Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Mary Willis Robinson
and Mrs. Hollis F. Price. Members not present were Mrs.
R. S. Lewis, Sr., Mrs. A. McEwen Williams, Mrs. P. F.
Carruthers, Mrs. 0. C. Crivens, Mrs. Maceo Walker, Miss
Louise Weeks and Mrs, Othello S. Shannon. (Withers

•..—.

Photo).
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OCTOBER-WINNING TABLE

A.

October was the winning table at the PTA Calendar Tea
held recently at Hamilton High School. Shown admiring
the table are members of the Executive Committee of the
PTA. Left to right; R. Diggs, publisher; Mrs. M. S. Draper.

MIN

SHOP NOW for Extra Quality, Extra Value, Extra SAVINGS,too...
- Igo

president; Mrs. H. N. Waterford, vice -president-general
chairman of Tea; Mrs. E. Shaw, treasurer; Mrs. I). Simmons, secretary; Mrs. L. R. Woods, co-chairman of Tea:
Mrs. K. Burchett, program chairman; and Rev. W. A.
Suggs. chairman, spiritual Education. Chairman of the
October table was Mrs. Ernestine Martin, not shown. —
(Coleman Photo)
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June 13 Wedding Date
Set For Jean Coleman
Rev. and Mrs. Edward Coleman of Yazoo City, Miss., this
week announced the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Miss
Jean Coleman, to Willie James
Kerney, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Will Allen Kerney of Fulton,
Ky.
The wedding will take place
on Saturday, June 13.
Miss Coleman is a graduate
of Yazoo City High school
and a graduate of Lane college in Jackson, Tenn., where
she majored in English and
minored in Spanish. She has
done some work for a master's degree in English at the
University of Indiana.
While attending col leg e,
Miss Coleman was active in
the Dramatics club, the National Education Association,
the Spanish and English clubs
and Delta Sigma Theta soror-
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Tanganyika, Zanzibar
Merge To 'Fight Reds'
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DAR ES SALAAM, Tanganyika — Zanzibar President
Abeid Karume arrived here
amid cheers of a welcoming
crowd to merge his leftist-ruled spice island with the neighboring East African state of
Tanganyika.
A 21-gun salute boomed and
thousands of persons cheered
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Poet's Corner:
By
Beginners

....$3995
Single Dresser ar, Mirror

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following two poems wen,
composed by a local school
girl, Miss Undeen Hollis.
They are being published
here for the first time.)
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Compartment Double Bed
With low footboard
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TWO Twin Spindle Beds!
With high footboard
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Bunk Bed w th
Guard Rail and Ladder

Matching Mirror

S13.95

"PEOPLE

Salem Maple Finish

$3995
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Rich, mellow furniture with the charm of yesterday
...beautifully adapted to today's comfortable living
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Whether you're just starting to furnish your home, or waiting for
the right time to complete your Early American setting ... you'll
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Double Dresser
With 6 Drawers
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Student's Rancher Desk
Chair $9.9S•

•

ity.
ENGLISH TEACHER
Miss Coleman is presentil
employed as an English teach.
er at Riverview High school
at Hickman, Ky.
Mr. Kerney is a graduate of'
Kentucky State college at
Frankfort, where he majored
in health and physical education and minored in science.
He has done further study at
Ohio State university toward
a master's degree in physical
education.
He is employed by the Veterans Administration hospital
in Chillicothe, Ohio, as a hospital recreational specialist in
charge of aquatics and water
safety instruction.
Mr. Kerney is a member of
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity and
staff advisor for the Ross
County YMCA Physical Fitness program.

$3995

Double Size Spindle Bed
With Night Table

Shop Downtown 157 S. MAIN
Store Monday PHONE 526-5906
9 A.M.-5:30 P.M. Free Parking—Alfenberg's
69 Beale

$3995

want these Buy of the Week values in your home. Each piece is a
charming reproduction of Colonial design ... sturdily constructed
for years of use and enjoyment. Remember, this low, low price is
this week only ... so hurry in first thing tomorrow and choose the
pieces you need.

Shop TWO BRANCH
STORES MONDAY
A.M.-9 P.M.

3432 SUMMER 3015 PARK
PHONE 452-7308

PHONE 323-7656

Fre. Stateside Parking

Free Stateside Parking

ARE FUNNY"

People are funny
As funny as can be
Evil and conceited things
Only can they see.
When you begin to talk
with them
Into one ear it shall enter,
Out the other in a minute
For there's no plug
in the center.
The meek, the loyal,
The versatile, the proud,
They're funny too!
Always to me, and
sometimes to you.
Sometimes we search,
And then we ponder.
Oft' are the times we
stop to wonder
Are we friendly?
Are we kind?
Or are we funny all
the time?
But don't give up
the ship
Athotigh it dips and sinks,
For someday the time
will come
When funny people will
stop to think.

at the airport as the Zanzibar
leader's plane landed here to
sign the formal exchange of
ratification documents creating
a united republic from the two
countries.
Informed sources here said
the plan to unite Tanganyika
and Zanzibar was initated by
this country as a means of
curbing Communist influence
on the offshore island.
They said Tanganyika's President Julius Nyerere persuaded Zanzibar's
President Abeid
Karume to accept the plan
by threatening
to withdraw the
300 Tanganyikan police who
have been
Nyere
keeping the peace on Zanzibar
since a leftist coup overthrew
the government of the island
nation in January.
Under the agreement signed
by the two presidents, Nyerere
will' be the president of the
United Nation.
Karume will be one of two
vice presidents of the union
and wiil retain the title of president of Zanzibar.
The United Republic will be
governed according to Tanganyika's laws, modified to provide a aegreee ofhome rule for
Zanzibar.
A union parliament wit have
responsibility for foreign affairs, defense, police emergency powers, citizenship, immirgration foreiga trade and borrowing, public service, income
tax and other levies. It also
will control harbors, aviation
and postal services.
•

Kaunda Rallies
Nkomo Support

KITWE, Northern Rhodesia
— (UPI) —Northern Rhodesia
Premier Kenneth Kaunda told
a cheering crowd of 5,000 per•• •
sons that he is appealing to
African heads of state to sup'TARIC DREAMS"
port Johsua Nkomo as leader
of Southern Rhodesia's African
Life is a dark dreary
Nationalists.
scheme
Nkomo, who was banished
Sketched with golden
Thursday to a remote part of
letters
on sheets of history. Southern Rhodesia by the country's all-white government, has
Its ways of punishment
been involved in an internal
are crude
And its figures are evil. dispute within Southern Rhodesia's A f rice n Nationalist
movement.
The pages torn out of
Nkomo's banishment triggera great book
Are the missing pieces
ed anti-white violence througfitting to the features out Southern Rhodesia in
That represent life,
which nearly 300 persons were
humanity and preservation. reported arrested.

SOCIETY :

Merry
Go Round
Mrs. J. H. WilkersPn, Mr. and
SPRING PARTY
Amid literally a deluge of Mrs. Thomas Willis, Dr. and
intermittent showers, Spring Mrs. E. A. Witherspoon and
is bustin' out all over . . . Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wynn.
and ditto for the rash of spring COTILLION CLUB
formals, parties and other so- PERT MARY ROBERTS encial whingdings.
tertained members of COTILThe past week-end was a LION BRIDGE CLUB and
gay — with gorgeous sunshine several other guests at a beauand balmy winds that brought tiful dinner bridge party last
out lovely summer and late Saturday evening at the Top
spring attire on the feminine Hat and Tails Club. There the
souls in our midst.
gauntlet of hospitality was
Your scribe's diary contains thrown down by Mary and her
past
warm memories of the
husband "Jack," who did the
weekend . .. for after having honors at the club's bar room.
foregone many of the gay oc- Cocktails and hors d'oeuvres
casions of the past few weeks, provided the right whetting
we determined to be at the o the avid appetites about,
helm of the Merry-Go-Round and the subsequent delicious
— for a vantage-point lookout. dinner. The, buffet diner was
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tucker are seen cutLusk of seimer, and the late Mr. Lusk.
Last Friday night was our served from the dining area
'
ting their wedding cake at the reception
The bridegroom, a native of Germantown.
turn to play hostess to those off the main club room —
Tenn., is employed by McCormick Food
at the Top Hat and Tails Club on South
pals and playmates of long beautiful with its • array of
Parkway East which marked their late
and Products Co., and is the son of Mrs.
standing in the SKC BRIDGE flowers atop a lace covered
winter wedding, on March 15. Mrs. Tucker,
Cornell* Tucker and the late Frank TuckCLUB—who pride themselves able.
the fanner Miss Mary Lusk, was married
er, Sr. Seen with the bride and groom is
on the many anniversaries of Individual places were set
Miss Elyolse McGhee, one of the brideson February 23, in her home town, Selmer,
their club and whose stead- at the bridge tables which dotTenn. She is a nurse at the E. H. Crump
maids at the couple's wedding. Mr. and
fast friendships have endured ted the rooms.
Hospital, and was graduated from the City
Mrs. Tucker are at home at 7090 Holmes
since late high school, college
MESDAMES Maggie ColeRoad. (Photos by Billy Duncan)
of Memphis Hospital School In September
days, marriages, children and man, Cora B. Smith, Kathethat ripe mature life which rine Thornton, Alma Booth,
1983. She is the daughter of Mrs, Joe W.
now faces us. Scene of the Celeste Hamler, Tiny Champarty was Mrs. George Cain's bliss, Augusta Cash, Ceneta
Greenwood, Mrs. Martha Gorlovely domicile on Effie Road, Qualls, Beatrice Johnson, E.
don, Mrs. A. L. Higgins, Mrs.
where this caterist par excel- Watkins, Harriet Davis, AdeEva Hamilton, Mrs. Etta Hanlent holds forth at many of laide Randle, Elizabeth Johnsen, Mrs. Lilla Hall, Mrs. Eththe lovely parties that used to son, Louise Shivers, Juanita
Hooks, Mrs. E. E. Hill, Mrs. ,
frequent public places. There, Arnold, Marian Pride, Ruby
"Think Pink" was the theme Jackson, Ida Adams, BurnaHelm, Mrs.
MEs.liild5:'
in appointments such as tal- dine Holmes, Louis Ward, Lu7
Mrs. T. J. Johnson, Mrs. Ida .
lies flowers, and prizes which la Wilson, Larsenia Cain, Julia
, Along with members of the to be held in April. They Jones, Mrs. Lilla Lewis, Miss• ...-..
bespoke shade of pinks — Hopkins, Bernice McClellan, In a beautiful spring wed- train. Her illusion veil was
1 Young Women's Christian As- were Mrs. Willie Pegues, Mary Frances Lacey, Mrs.' .,,
the latter all stylized flower Annette Roberts, Charlene ding, Miss Alice Johnson was attached to a pearl crown and
I striation across the United Young Adults; Miss Madeline Elirabeth Lacey, Mrs. 011ie .
By HATTIE HOUSE
arrangement in a low ceramic McGraw, Helen Shelby, 011ie married to Roy Lee Davis, she carried a single orchid on ,
!States, those in Memphis, Cooper, Y-Teens; Mrs. Lois Lett, Mrs. Lucille Love, Mrs."
bowl, an ebony planter and a Mitchell and your scribe had Jr., on April 12 at 4:30 p.m. a white Bible surrounded by I The Walker Avenue
Selina Tennessee observed National Greenwood, YW-Wives; Miss Lynum, Mrs. Mary Murphy, .—
wicker cage, won by Juanita a delightful time, but many with the Rev. Roy L. Davis, lilies of the vall
faculty has chosen as "Teach-(YWCA
Week, 1964, by holding Dallas Pegues,
ey,a
nd
Y-Teens;
Mrs. Fennie Monger, Mrs. D,,,1,
;
Arnold, Harriette Walker and regretted their ill-luck with Sr., officiating.
ATTENDANT
e.. of the Year" congenial Mrs.,the Branch Annual Member- ,Miss Yvonne Townsel, U.S.O. M. Muholland, Mrs. Katie Mc- • ••
Harriet Davis. Others joining the decks of cards which were Scene of the wedding was Miss Eleanor II. Johnson Bernice Jones Harris of 1405 ship meeting on Friday,
April
Rosa
Robinson,
;Miss
chairman,
Guire,
Miss
Margaret
McCul.0
the fun of the three hour so- busy throughout the bridge the home of the bride's was her sister's only attendant.'McMillan. Her blooming per-1 10. according to Mrs. Addie G.
presided at the meeting.
loch, Mrs. Alberta mason, Mr,' ..
cial interlude were Melba Bris- session. Wonderful, assorted brother and
sister-in-law, Mr. She wore a pale yellow or- ,sonality and conscientious work Owen, Branch Executive Di-. The YW-chorus under the D. Mulholland, Mrs. Beatrice'"'
coe, Gert Walker, Julia Hop- household and personal love- and Mrs. Chester
ganza
dress
fashioned
with
a
has
permeated
the imposing rector.
H. Johnson
!direction of Mrs. Emma Lee Nichols, Mrs. Addie Owen.
kins, Marian Pride, Bernice ies were won by Louise Ward,
scooped neck line and push- elementary school at 995 S. Over 100 members heard an
of 1964 Edward Avenue.
' Wilson sang two numbers. And Mrs, Eleanor Oglesby, —
Williams, Minnie Woods, Ida Adams, - Ruby Jackson,
up
sleeves.
Her
headpiece
Lauderdale
was
Street
for
more
address by Mrs. Robert Buck-'Other persons appearing on Mrs. Anna Owen, Mrs. Mamie''
Louise Davis, Alma Booth and Harriet Davis, Tiny Chambliss, The bride is the daughter of net and pearls and her than six years.
man, anthropologist and lee- the program were Miss Marg- Pamphlet, Mrs. Lottie Pierce' Charlesteen Miles, plus pal Juanita Arnold and Bernice of Carl Everett Johnson and cascade bouquet was of wine
Besides teaching a fifth grade
aret McCulloch, Mrs: Callie Mrs. Willie Pegues, Mrs. Al. Mary Roberts who received a McClellan and Marian Pride. the late Mrs. Eunice Harris and yellow rose buds. Julian class, she serves as c h a i r- hirer at Southwestern Uni- L.
Stevens, Mrs. Omega Shel- thea Price, Mrs. Ruth Porter, '
versity speak on "Social
stylized pink geranium in a The night ending on a quiet Johnson of 192 Honduras C. Williams, cousin of the man of the PTA Study
Group,
Changes in Africa." Mrs. to, and Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Sr. Miss Danella Rowell, Mrs. •
Drive.
white ceramic flower pot.
note following the party.
groom, was best man.
grade chairman, and chairman Buckman was introduced by
Elected to the 1965 Nomi- Ruth Reeves, Mrs. Callie Ste-'••••
The groom's parents are
MEMPHIANS SPRING
FRIENDS' DAY
Following the ceremony, of the guidance committee. Mrs. Hollis Price, chairrnan of nating Committee were Mrs. Arens,
Mrs. R. S. Sugarmon;'0'
FORMAL
SIGMA EPSILON TA U Rev. Roy L. Davis, Sr. of 769 Mrs. Calvin L. Brown, sister of Mrs. Harris has worked well the
M.
M. Dulaney, Miss Eliza- Mrs. Omega Shelto, Mrs. F. V.
Branch Public Relations
With practically all the CHAPTER OF ALPHA CHI Bay Street and Mrs. Betty the bride, assisted her father in other capacities at
the Committee
beth
Goldsby,
Mrs. Omega Shelton, Mrs. Irene Sanders,'
Amore avis of 908 Speed in entertaining guests at a school, and is particularly
above group leaving the bridge PI SORORITY nad Excellios
not- The
Mrs. Callie L. Ste- Mrs. Harry Mae Simons, Mrs.4
,
traditional dinner meet- Shelto
party to hurry home and don Beautician Chapter presented St.
'
reception.
ed for being a first-place prize
yens,
and
Mrs.
Ruth
Collins.
ing also recognized retiring ,
Szidsirgshti3erM
nires.
e Th
Bpem
rtahaft •
The bride was given in marfoisnal bogs, we arrive at Cur- a "Friends' Day" at the Sarah
Assisting at the reception . winner in numerous P T A i
Among the guests present Stegall,
Committee on Administration
ries' Club Tropiciana to find a Brown Branch of the YWCA. riage by her father, who es- were the Misses Sadie Hullo- '
.
were
Miss
eman,
Mrs.
'
Mrs. Estelle Tolliver, Mrs.
members who had served six
rarified atmosphere of warm High fashion wigs and hats coiled her in the wedding to well,
Florida BaYnes, Joan InShe is a member of the years. Mrs. Mary E. Murphy,,Myrtle Bailey, Mrs. Mattie Bordina Tayor, Mrs. Vernica
cordiality enunanating from were the featilre of the pro- a simulated alter decorated gram, Juanita Johnson, Nettye
'Bell,
Friendship
Church
Mrs.
Hattie
on
Baptist
Braithwaite,
Thompson, Mrs. Bessie Wes- '
member of the committee,
The Memphians, Inc., who gram, with Mrs. Joan Golden with baskets of white gladi- Rubert, Evelyn Wade and
Mrs. Vollentine where she has servgreeted hundreds of guests of WLOK narrating the show oli and stock, with white tap- Gloria Brown.
presented the retiring mem- Mrs. Mildred Brewer, Mrs. son, Mrs. Geneva Williams,
ed
as
Sunday
Elizabeth
school
teacher,
Branch,
Mrs.
Ruby
Mrs. T. H. Watkins, Mrs. C. L.•
donned in white tuxedo jack- at 3:00 that evening. Mrs. Mar- ers in an arched candelabra, For her son's wedding, Mrs.
bers, Mrs. 0. C. Crivens, Mrs.
Bible
ets with their black and gold garet Pembroke is president of against a background of Davis was radiant in pale and director of Vacation Bib ,Dan J. Thomas, and Mrs. Ge- Biles, Mrs. Sarah 0. Brown, Waller, Mrs. R. L Walker, .
organized
school.
the
She
Im-I
Mrs.
Marie
P.
Coe,
•
•
Mrs.
F. Mrs. Emma Lee Wilson, Mrs.
,
ribbons across the fronts of this beauticians organization. greenery.
u Caruther,
blue pure silk sheath with penal Choir there, is presently I
Mrs. 0. C. Criven, Rebecca Young, Mrs. C. F.
1 little silver YWCA pins.
those impeccable dress shirts. NONCHALANT BRIDGE
Her bridal gown was fash- white accessories. She wore an
an
member.
ardent
Mrs.
Everleen
Coborne,
Mrs.
Pinkston, Mrs. Hattie Muse,
ioned of satin alencon lace orchid corsage.
Many tables were handsomely CLUB
Mrs. Crivens had served as
enhanced with arrangements MRS. JOHN (RUTH) PARK- designed with long sleeves, a Following a brief honey- She is a member of the Les chairman of Special Activities Emma Creswell, Mrs. Ruth Mrs. Eleanor Richardson, and •
Collins,
Mrs.
E.
J.
Campbell,
Cheris
Amies,
the
Democrat
of spring flowers amid other ER entertained the NON- portrait neckline and a skirt moon, Mr. Davi s, who is
and raised money to send a Mrs. Rachael Carhee, Mrs. Mrs. Utoka Quarles.
decorations of their gay dance. CHALANT BRIDGE CLUB, that flowed into a chapel with the U. S. Army, went Club and the Twelve Links.
National YWCA Week, an-"'
delegate to the YWCA ReMrs. Bernice J. Harris is gional Conference in Miami Martha Dulaney, Mrs. fkfaxine nually observed by the or'Members and their wives another of Memphis' first clubs
back to duty at Fort Leonard
Draper,
Mrs.
Florence
Eagin,
married
to
Rev. Calvin J.1 Beach in 1263. Mrs.
and dates ,went out to assure devoted to the love of bridge, attend due to the illness of Wood, Mo., and the bride has
Thomas Mrs. Effie Flagg, Mrs. Isabelle ganization, this year featuredHarris. She has a daughter' represented the
that everyone would have a on April 7, at her home on her mother,
the theme, "The YWCA Be-"'
Branch at the Flagg.
returned to studies at LeMiss
Mirian
Sue
Harris,
who
which
we
did Clairmont Circle. Again, the PHYLLIS WHEATLEY CLUB Moyne College where she
wonderful night,
longs to You," which emphais a is a second grade student at National YWCA in Denver, MORE GUESTS
form.
in rare
warmth of close friendship al- P H Y L L I S WHEATLEY senior.
Colorado. 1961, served on the
And Mrs. Irene Gleeden, sizes that the Association's 7
•Walker.
Many folks have long since ways permeates the gathering CLUB held its anniversary
program is dedicated to
Association Finance and InShe plans to join her husresigned themselves to the fact a this clan, and with presi- celebration at a beautiful din- band following
en dinner at Tony's Inn has terracial Committees, and the Mrs. Leola Gunter, Mrs. Lula ing and working
graduationl. A
with girls...
that the varied dance music dent, Louise Ward holding a ner party held in the Green early in June.
ne
planned for the honoree YW-Wives Committee. Mrs. Greer. Mrs. E. L. Goldsby,
of dances of yore have virtual- brief business session, the re- Room of the Metropolitan Airon Friday, April 24 at 7:30 Williams served as member- Mrs. Editk Griffin, Mrs. Iss- and women, regardless of—•
ly'disappeared from the scene. maincier of the lovely party port on April 10, where men H .
p.m. The faculty and principal, ship chairman and increased belle Greenlee, Mrs. Lois class, creed or race.
ill the membership
Charles J. Patterson, Jr., w--Young and old alike got into was sheer fun.
hers enjoyed a four course clii, a
rolls through
•
be hosts.
the spirit of the last vestiges
Attending the Nonchalant ner. Every member was presher leadership.
of the twist, the monkey, Wa- party were Mesdames Cateo ent in elegant attire for the Chats
NEW MEMBERS
tifsi and other mad-hopping Howard, Floyd Newman, Lo- festive occasion, and an air of ,,
Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, Sr.
dancing of the day, having re- retta Kateo, Henry White, festivity reigned throughout
Conformists
announced the new members
signed themselves to the fact Thomes McClellan, Ruth Mc- the diner party . . . where so-1
I In Lima, Peru. 9 out of 10 elected to the Committee on
that one must swim or drown, David, Taylor C. D. Hayeelciability and no business mark- The World Fellowship Corn- ,
Administration for a thieeittee of the Sarah Brown , homebuyers want red brick,
the floor was a scene of gay Taylorm
Ward, John F. Wilson, ed the special
year term. These were Mrs.
occasion. Atconvivality in the various in- John McKinney and Miss ,tending the anniversary din- Branch YWCA, under the which they prefer because, "it Elea nor Oglesby and
Miss
terpretation of dancing circa Elmyra Williams, and other ner were Mrs. R. L. Adams, leadership of Mrs. Marie L. has always been used." This Harry Mae Simons.
Mrs. Anwas
a
rereported
word
•
to
a
foreign
1964.
guests Mesdames, and How- Mrs. M. H. Bell, Mrs. 0. B. Adams, entertained
nie
L.
Higgins
.
and Mrs. WilMarch.
Memphians and their wives ell, John Arnold, William !Braithwaite, Mrs. Harry Cash, visitor
cent National Housing Center lette Humpreys tied
for the
,
•
responsible for the smart form- Roberts, Robert Fields and E.'Mrs. E. C. Craigen, Mrs. E. L. Mrs. L. C. Loong of Sings_ conference on international ..
third
place.
al were Mr. and Mrs. Ural L. Hawkins.
Crittenden, Mrs. W. W. Gib- pore met members ed the YW- housing.
Other business was the votAdams, Mr. and Mrs. John R. THRIFTY TWELVE
son, Mrs. P. J. Jones, Miss I. CA and chatted over a cup of
-- ing -on the changes in the
Arnold, W. Culpepper, Mr. and
THRIFTY 12 SOCIAL CLUB S. Greenlee, Mrs. R. S• Lewis, tea as %he answered questions Jones, Mrs. Willette Hem- Branch by-laws which were
Mrs. Claiborne Davis, Mr. and held its last meeting recently Sr., Mrs. C. S. Ogglesby, Mrs. about her country.
genera- Phrey, Mrs. Sallie Sykes, Mrs. presented by Mrs. Addie OatMrs. Claiborne Davis, Mr. and at 1562 South Third St., where Clarence Pope, Mrs. Hollis
Mrs, Loong, a third
Beulah Lewis, Mrs. Alma Holt, en, director. Five members
Mrs. John C. Davis, Sr., Mr. two new members were added Price, Mrs. C. M, Roulhac, tion Christian, was the first Miss Barbara Neal, Mrs. Maud representing the various proand Mrs. William Fitzgerald, to the club roster, Mrs. Robert Miss Allison Vance and. Mrs. president of Singapore District D. Bright, Mrs. Alice Ruth gram departments in
the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fletcher, Parker and Mrs. Laura Bur- A. W. Willis, Sr.
Women's Society of Christian Minor, Mrs. Bertha Stegall Branch, gave a resume of the
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Flowers. ton. Pencil slim and pretty in ABOUT OUR TOWN
Service. She is a member of and Mrs. Addie Owen.
National YWCA Convention
Mr, and Mrs. E. L. Hawkins, a black sheath was the guest Funeral services for the late the Finance and Hostel Corda
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Hayes, Mr. of honor, Mrs. Mamie Price, Mrs. Helen Russell Kiernan imittee of the YWCA of Singe- •
and Mrs. Louis B. Hobson, as she greeted each arrival were held last Wednesday at 1 pore and awas
wap
ofthae
mitedpf
Mr and Mrs. Onzie 0. Horne, with the two hostess, Ruth in the Tree of Life Baptist'
tin
team
Dr. and Mrs. Arthor Horne, Jr., turquoise wool and Odessa in Church, with the Rev. Issac 10 women who were visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Hannibal Parks, a royal blue suit
Roswer officiating. Interment /9 country under the soonMr. and Mrs. Clarence Pope, On entering into the dining was in Elmwood Cemetery.
sorship. of the Department of
Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Rivers, Mr. room, guests saw a profusion
She was the wife of Rev. Work in Foreign Fields of the
OTTUN
and Mrs. Sherman Robinson, of fragrant spring flowers in a John L. Kiernan, sister of i Women's Division of Christian
Mr. and Mrs. Whittier A. handsome silver epergne on James Russell of Natchez,l_Service under the Methodist
Sengstacke, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. the buffet table.
Miss; Mrs. Bertha Russell Lhurch.
kING
T. E. Sims, Mr. and Mrs. John
Among those present were
Katie Winfield, Roxie Mc- Reese and Thomas Russell of
OTTON
PURE APPLE CIDER OR DISTILLED
L. Outlaw, Mr. and Mrs. W. Gee, Willie Martin, Juanita Detroit, Mich., and the aunt Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, Sr.,
AORIES
E
F. Nabors, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Byrd and Alberta Baker were of Miss Erma Lee Laws. Our Mrs. W. H. Johnson, Mrs. DaiNewman, Mr. and Mrs. George faced with the difficult de- sympathy is extended to the Sy Norman, Mrs. Mary D.
KING
Cl.
Isabel, Mr. and Mrs. Lawton cision as to which of the many Russell-Reese. Kierban
- King, Mrs. M. M. Dulaney,
Jackson. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry tempting tasty dishes to stun- ilies and especially to ou r Mrs. A. L. Higgins, Mrs. WilfamVI
NEGA
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. S. H. ple first — piquant hot crab- friend, Miss Laws.
helmenia Carter, Mrs. Thomas
•• •
H. Watkins, Mrs. T. J. JohnJohnson, Malcolm Lofton and meat, tangy apricot balls —
Miss Mila Williams, Mr. and all in addition to many gourWe were glad to learn that 3m°ins,s
Mrs. J. C. McGraw, Mr. and met dishes. Another converse- M R S. GERTRUDE ARMII
OTTON
MitgrdleMagteellOiNr,ewstrrs:
Mrs. Roscoe McWilliams, Mr. tion piece in the dining room STRONG, mother of social Charles Henderson, Mrs. Suand Mrs. James Spight, George was the magifieent antique sil- columnist Mrs. Jewel Gentry ale Caruthers, Mrs. Thelma
•
Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Charles ver coffee urn which was Pre- Hulburt. has returned home Evans, Mrs. Marie Coe, Mrs.
HI
made in the J.S. Govt. *lspeteJ
Tarpley, Mr. and Mrs. Clai- sided over by Alma Thomas from E. H. Crump Hospital Ruth Reeves.
And Mrs. Marie L. Adams,
after suffering a mild heart
borne Taylor, Mr and Mrs. and Margaret Whittaker.
kitchens of the
C h a rles Washburn. Mr and At a flower cart a placard attack several weeks ago. We
Rowell, Mrs. I
Mrs Lonnie Walker, Mr. and read, "Flowers for the ladies sincerely hope that Mrs. Arm- DMoisrsothDyanLaEwllsarin Mrs.
Mrs. Taylor Ward, Mr and only." The members of this strong will soon be able to be Falls, Mrs. Eva Hamilton, ,
str, W. C. Weathers, Dr. and club missed member Elizabeth out again among her many Mrs. W. N. Wheeler, Mrs.
EVERYWHERE
la Brooks, Mrs. Narcissi' 1
Mrs F.. Frank White. Mr and Mitchell who was unable to friends in the community.
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Over Tea At
Fellowship Meet

Just naturally good!
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12 Links Club
Holds Annual
Coffee Hour
RAIN. GO AWAY chapter at the Southern RegAccording to the old saying ional Conference in Nashville.
"April showers, bring M a y The annual "Hat-O-Rama"
Mrs. Mildred Flay, past presflowers," I can say we are
sponsored by the Semper Fireally in for some beautiful delis Council was staged in
ones, for the rains have not the Merry High School audiceased very much during the torium on Sunday, April 19.
month. The gardners are hap- All types of hats from dress
py too, I'm sure, but if you're to casual were featured in the
like your scribe, planting hat show with some special
neither garden nor flowers, models as Mesdames Mae
you would like to see the Cheairs, Myrtle Monroe, Maggie Massey, Bobbie L. Pettis,
showers go away.
The dance season has be- and Misses Mary E. Bonds and
in in Jackson and neighbor- Camille Long wearing hats
communities so every made by Mrs. Lillian Parker.
Wekend is looked forward to. Music was furnished by
Many Jacksonians have journ- some of our younger musicians
eyed to Humboldt, Trenton as Miss Kay Pearson, Arvis
and Dyersburg to be guests of Finley, Gwendolyn Davis, and
teacher association dances re- Larry Stewart. Narrator for the
cently, Greek dances will be occasion was Mrs. Lucille
coming soon, so keep those Sangster, who is noted for her
handmade hats. Several prizes
formal clothes ready.
Jazz lovers enjoyed the were given to lucky ticket
Mitchell-Ruff Trio in concert holders, and the winner of the
on the campus of Lane College prize hat was Miss Phonoy
last Wednesday evening. Quot- Granberry. Mrs. Mary F. Stone
ing them, it was said, "We was chairman of the Hat-0play music that honestly ap- Rama.
peals to us and we hope it BABY CONTEST
On the same Sunday afterproves appealing to our aunoon, the baby contest at
diences."
From the continuous round Berean Baptist Church w as
of applause, the music was climaxed with a program. Mrs.
certainly appealing to the Rosetta McKissack gave medipacked Lane College chapel. tations to the parents. Winner
of the contest was Little CarMr. Ruff studied at Yale rie Patricia Stewart,
daughter
Conservatory of Music, receiv- of Mr.
and Mrs. Romeao
his master's degree. He Stewart.
ts both the French and bass
Other contestants were Lithorns. The pianist, Mr. Mit- tle
Pamela Davis, Angelyn
chell, studied at Philadelphia Rogers,
Gregory Reed and
Academy of Music, while the Gregory
Frierson, The project,
drummer, Mr. Smith, studied which
netted over $100, was
music at Columbia university. under the
supervision of the
One critic has said the YWA girls
with Mrs. Rosa T.
classical and jazz origins com- Jones serving
as their sponsor.
bined by the trio allow them
NEW "MISS LANE"
to play Brubeck and Bartok
the campus of Lane colback to back. If you like jazz, On
lege, election was held for
You missed a treat if you
"Miss Lane College" last
missed them.
week. Only two were in comATTEND MEET
petition, Misses Diane ArmWhen the National Pan- strong and Mary
Elizabeth
Hellenic Council met in New Bond. Miss Armstrong ran on
Orleans, La. recently, Mrs. the ballot in absentia as
she
Bertha Collins, vice president is enrolled as an exchange
stuof the Jackson Pan-Hellenic dent at Nebraska
Wesleyan
Council, represented Jackson. University, Lincoln
Neb.; howTraveling along with her were ever the title was
won by Miss
delegates from Lane College Bond who is a
native of JackPan-Hellenic, Stafford Thomas son.
and Odell Kinnon.
Both attractive misses will
ident of the Jackson Alumnae
seniors next year. The title
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta be
will be released sometimes
rority, Inc. represented the
later this spring by the reigning "Miss Lane College," Miss
Carolyn Vaulx, who is also a
Jacksonian. The voting was
under the direction of the Student Government Association.
The P.T.A. Of Walker Avenue school held an interesting and informative discussion
on "Toward Better ParentTeacher Relationship," recently.
Panelists were Mrs. Georgia
Lewis, Mrs. Vera Archibald,
The Young People's City
Mrs. Barbara Cooper, Mrs. Union No. 2 will hold installaHattie Tucker Mrs. Curlie M.
tion services, followed by a
Patterson, Mrs. Lela Hall, Mrs.
Ada Kelly, Mrs. I. Bowdrie. tea at Union Baptist Church,
Mrs. Sadie Mickle was mod- 208 Turley St., Sunday, May
erator.
3, at 3 p.m.
The Room Mothers of the
Mrs. Mattie Mallory is presschool at 995 S. Lauderdale,
ident of the Union. Mrs. Sadie
sponsored the discussion.
Mrs. Vilirie Fifer is the pres- Reedus is supervisor. Rev. J.
ident of the Walker Avenue W. West is pastor of the
•A
church.

The 12 Links Social club held
its annual Coffee Hour recent-.
ly at the home of the club's*
treasurer, Mrs. Dorothy Harris
of Alaska St.
The table for the Coffee
Hour was decorated with a•
cent grpiece of carnation, roses
and gladiolas, reflecting a yolor•
scheme of yellow, green and.
white.
Mrs. Bernice Harris is expected to be the hostess at the
next meeting. Mrs. Luba Wilson is club president and Mrs. Emma Coe is reporter.

Hats To Highlight
Georgia PTA's Tea
Sunday Afternoon

k

Gor•
Mrs.
Han. EthMrs. ,
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rson,,
. Ida ,
Miss
Mrs. :
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erthsf •
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alker,
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C. F.
Muse,
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e or- '
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A Be-'
mphaation's '
girls
of

The Georgia Ave. ParentTeacher Association will present its Annual Tea on Sun- .
day afternoon, May 3, in the
school rafetoriurn, and the ••
theme will he "Showers of-.."
Chapeaux."
„..
In keeping with the theme
will be a hat and fashion show
directed by Miss Eunice Car-. .„
ruthers.
Patrons and friends of,
Georgia Avenue school are in- „.
vited to attend and enjoy an
afternoon of music and fashions between 4 and 6.
Mrs. Mary R. Cole is general chairman of the Tea and
Mrs. Calvert& Ishmael is PTA
president. Mrs. Ritta P. Smith
is publicity chairman.
Mrs. Othella S. Shannon is
principal of the school.

i

Ward Civic Club To
Elect New Officers
ANXIOUSLY AWAITING THE MAY 2 DEBUTANTE BALL
Miss Velma Rodgers, seated in front, and, left-right, Misses Patricia
McClellan, Ida Strong, Eleanor Hicks and Irma Ilawkins.—)Photo by

I The 35th Ward Civic club has
scheduled a meeting for Thursday, May 7, at Person Avenue
Baptist church, 218 W. Person
Ave.. at 8 p.m. The main Item .
on the agenda is the election
of officers.

The Orchettes, Inc. To Present
Ramsey Lewis Trio Sun., May 3

A packed house is expected
Trqpicana, Sunday, May "
when the sensational Ramsey 3. The first concert is set for
Lewis Trio is presented in two 5 p.m. The second concert is
concerts here in Memphis by scheduled to start at 9 p.m. The
the Orchettes, Inc., at Curries concerts will be one of Mene,
phis' greatest jazz concerts of
the year.
The Trio has a built up N.— i
lowing in the last two years by
Argo records and personal appearances. Lewis himself gives-,,
out a flavored sound from the"
piano. Young backs him on...
the bass and Red Holt handles—
An India and Pakistan mis- the drums. The Trio "blows.,
or —
sionary has been engaged to funky, wingny, romantic
speak at the Women's Fel- bright."
lowship of Second Congrega- The Orchettes, an organiga-tional church, 786 Walker tion of professional womert:_
years-Ave., Saturday, April 28, at which was formed three
ago, has presented an out,,,,
5 p.m., announces the presipersonality in the.:,;
dent, Mrs. Callie L. Stevens. standing
year. Pro—
The speaker for the April field of jazz each
Local members of Zeta Phi Beta sorority, above, were photographed during
meeting of the Women's Fel- ceeds will go into the club's
their Public program held at Mississippi Boulevard (hristian church
community and charity funds..,;,
lowship of Second Congregarecently. The program featured the sorority's international grand presiMembers are: Mesdames
Church
will
be
Anita
tional
dent as guest speaker, Dr. Deborah P. Wolfe of Washington, D. C. (fifth
Hull Gregson, for 36 years a Florence Bryant Bonner, presi-..
from left). This climaxed a month-long celebration of the local chapter's
missionary in India and Paki- dent; Ernestine Davis Adarns,,,,
Mae Willie Smith, Laura Red25th anniversary. Mrs. Mable E. Hudson was chairman of the program
stan.
dick Greene, Lillian
and Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway (front, left) was chairman of the anMiss Gregson will illustrate Bumpus, Sylvia Grady Morton.
niversary celebration.
her remarks with colored Bobbie Currie Porter and .
slides. In addition to discuss- Misses Barbara Birden
ing her missionary service as Virginia Chappel.
principal of two girls' schools Tickets are $3.30 in advance •
in Ambala, India, and as a and $3.50 at the door. Tickets.;
Mrs. Eddie Mae Boyd be- dress. The Maid of Honor, servers and its pink anB green Davis, Mr. and Mrs., Thomas worker with youth groups can be obtained at Goldsmith'S„ ,
came the bride of Thomas J. Miss Amelia Williams, select- tiered bridal cake was encir- Elrod, Mrs. Myrtle Shaw, Mrs. and women's groups, she will Central ticket office. Home of.
speak on life in India and The Blues, Popular Tunes,7;
Williams, Jr., on Sunday after- ed a yellow taffeta dress for cled by misty fern.
Lucille Joyner, Mrs. Ladye
Pakistan; the position of Satelite Record shop, Four-.,,
WEDDING GUESTS
Have you registered your Shelby Social Club — Mrs. noon, Apri 19, in a ceremony the occasion.
Stokley and Rev. and Mrs. women;
religions.the Hindu and Islam- Way Grille or from sny,.
Among the wedding guests
Supervising the reception
'performed at the Olivet BapClub with the Tri-State De- Rosie Shaw, president.
I ic
were Mrs. Patsy Nelson, Mrs. were Miss Shirley M. Wil- Jim Taylor.
fender's Club Directory? The
Orchettes
Scholarship tist church.
Thrifty Ten
A wedding reception follow- Idessa Parks, Mrs. Jeffery liams, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie L.
Tri-State Defender has es- Club—Mrs. E. J. Neely, presed immediately at the home of Hart, Mrs. Mae Thelma Wheel- Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Thomtablished the Club Directory ident.
Mrs. Omega Tatum and as J. Williams, Sr., Miss Beufor the purpose of giving
Mon - Petite Club — Mrs. the bride's parents, Mr. and er,
lah Mae Shepherd, Mrs. Janet
greater news coverage to all Freddie Mae Leavy, president. Mrs. Eddie Taylor of 609 Lucy Mrs. Grace Holliday.
The bride's table was cov- Marie Taylor, Mr. Salem M.
clubs, social, charitable and
Empire Social Club—Rich- ave.
civic.
The bride wore a beige lace ered with a lace cloth, silver Boddie, Lafrence L. Lymon,
ard Jamerson, president.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Taylor
Below is a list of clubs
35th Ward-Precinct 1 Civic
and Mrs. Clover T. Jones.
which have already registered Club — George Washington,
Also William Hart, Mr. and
with the Tri-State Defender's president.
Mrs. Olive Williams, Mrs. A.
Club Directory:
Fabulous Ladies Social
institute
is
linguistic
Thomas,
Miss Helen Karlovic,
Carousel Social Club—Mrs. Club—Mrs. Laura Bankston, Dr. Juanita Williamson, a The
professor of English at Le- scheduled for June 17-Aug. Mrs. Bernie R. Weiss, Mr. and
Celestine Jackson, president. president.
Mrs. James Gentry and famigrant- 14.
Thrifty 12 Social Club —
Meting Workers Social Club Moyne college, has been
Mrs. Margurite Whitlake, —Mrs. Clara Daley, president. ed a fellowship by the Na- Dr. Williamson has conduct- ly, Ernest Tatum, Mrs. Jamie
institutes
summer
linguistic
ed
president.
Mae Stewart, Mr, and Mrs.
Senior Y-Teen News—Miss tional Defense Education Act
Les Cheres Ainis—Mrs. Lor- Dianne Debris McCain, pres- which will enable her to at- sponsored by NDEA at South- Commodore
Nichols, Mrs.
Rouge,
University,
Baton
ern
raine Brister, president.
tend a summer institute at
ident.
Maxine Falls, Mrs. Celestine
in
of Indiana
YM & W Charity Club —Al- lonia's Porn Alumni — Mrs. University
La., and at Atlanta University,
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
rra Stams Lee, president.
Debris M. Milan, president. Bloomington for post-doctoral Atlanta, Ga,
Westbrooks and family, Mr.
Vanguard Letter Carriers
Artists & Models Social linguists.
native
Miss Williamson is a
Club—Robext H. Taylor, presi- Club—Mrs. Lillian Cleveland, She will participate in a
and Mrs. R. Rolbuck and Mr.
LeMemphian,
a
of
graduate
seminar dealing with the Rusdent.
and Mrs. Cheatum Moore.
president.
1217
Moyne,
and
resides
at
The Magnificent One's Sosian language. The fellowship
And A. T. Allen, Sr., Mrs.
Royal 18 Social Club—Miss service a $1000 stipend plus Cannon.
cial Club—Mrs. Frances Hazel
Clide Teal Bardwell, Mr. and
Miller, president.
Annie Dell Blare, president. all expenses.
Mrs. James Joyer, Jr., Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Braden,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D.
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Fed
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. James
Williams and Charley L.
Green.
OTHER GUESTS
Other guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Smith-, Mrs. E.
U. Harris, Mrs.
Charles L. Williams and
daughter, Dianne; Eugene
(State)
(City)
(Street)
Marizetts, Mrs. Grace Jamison and daughter; Mrs. BeRegister your club with the Tri State Defender for greater news
atrice Farrow, Frank Harris,
coverage. There is no charge. Simply fill out the above form and mail
THE TRIO'S THREE
The Trio's Three—In the Ramsey Lewis
Eldee Young and Ramsey beWiS himself.
Lonnie Sanders, Mrs. Gussie
It to the Tri State Defender, Post Office Box 311. Memphis, Tennessee.
Trio are. left-right, Isaac "Red" Holt,
Day, Mr. and Mrs. Bernistine

o

Panelists Heard At
Walker PTA Meet

To Hold Tea And
Install Officers

Register Your Organization
In Defender's Club Directory

Mrs. Eddie Mae Boyd Bride Of Thomas Williams, Jr. At Oli▪vet

Linguist To Study At Indiana U.

O
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THE CISCO KID

IF YOU ARE CAUGHT,
PVINCE ROFF
I HAva TAP
A
GAP: BY This ACTION,
THAT
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PLAYING
TONIGHT.?

FOIA P

DAD, ARE YOU A
SELF-MADE MAN

IT11;

I GUESS
SO-WHY?

I

I DON'T
EVEN KNOW
WHO'S IN ir

HEY, LET'S
PARK WAY
IN THE
BACK -

OH,WINGEY SAYS
YOU MUST HAVE HAD
'PULL'TO GET UP
lat
WHERE
•
YOU
ARE!

IF THE PICTURE'S
A YAWN WE CAN
WORK ON fl-4E CAR OKAY.?

WELL,YOU TELL
THAT BOY FRIEND
OF YOURS -

THE ONLY ONES WHO
NEED PULL ARE TI-IC
ONES WITHOuT
ENOUGH PUSH!'
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BIG BEN BOLT
I'm EATIN6 REGULARLY,FRIEND.IPROMOTE
SPCIrTiNG EVENTS,ANDIVIAT COVERS EVERYTHING FROM WRESTLING TO SASKETSALL.
YEP,INA6KETSALLis C.ATcHING ON HERE IN
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NAME LVOuLDN'T

EEN'S GOT A riCrriON HE MIGHT LIKE TO
WIN SACK HIS CHAMPIONSHIP.6UT NEITHER OF US 15SURE HOW HE'D Do IN
A REAL scRAP.

SO-mAYSE A COUPLE OF EXHISMONS
HERE AND THERE WOULD HELP ANSWER
7HE QUESTION.
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I KIN LICK)
KIN G BLOZO:

,01

Am 1Ne
NO COMMON SEAMAN
CAN TAKE MY
FIANCEE AWAY
FROM ME

ILL THRASH HIM!!
I'LL MEET HIM FACE'TO
FACE AND GIVE HIM
THE ROYAL PUNcH!!
ILL SMASH THE
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ME!
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Rainy April Extends Prep
League Baseball Season
The Prep League baseball
season was scheduled to come
to a close this week, but with
heavy rains allowing only one
slate of games to be played
last week, the proposed last
week of the campaign finds
no team which has played
more than eight of its 14
games. The Play-offs will get
started when the schedule is
completed.
' In games played last week
Hamilton edged Melrose 5-3
maintain a slim lead over Ma
nassas for first place. Douglass,
the defending champ, outhit
Lester six hits to three but
seven errors manifested five
unearned runs to help Lester
to a 6-5 victory. Manassas out-

HORIZON
By BILL LITTLE

. 1LLIE ON RAMPAGE
Seals Stadium (torn down after
1""The major leagues enter the the new park was built on
fittecond month of the young Candlestick
Point),
Mays
peason and at the outset, trou- would race off to his home and
7ale is spelled out in "caps" for when he approached his driveIast year's pennant winners. way, the magic eye on his
The World Champions' Los Thunderbird raised the enAngeles Dodgers can't seem to trance to the garage.
Allin for losing. The Chavez Re- So within a jiffy, the former
vine tenants had won only two Birmingham Black Baron was i
of their first 11 games.
seated in the kitchen preparThe New York Yankees are ing to dispose of a "back home"
ribedded deep among the dinner, left simmering by a
erican League also-rans, in departed servant.
an unaccustomed seventh posi- Following the house battle,
tion.
Bill Rigney was booted out as•
The early skid of the Dodgers manager and trouble started',
is not the only thing that has for everyone when that "Merry
IN THE GRA-Y
San Francisco fans smiling Ole Soul" Tom Sheehan, moved
In the Gra-a 's physical fitness program are the above
90; second place was Caldwell with 79; Dunbar was third
these days. The Bay Area Gi- down from the front office to
boys,
sponsors and supervisors. During a recent physical
with 65: Hanley came in with 64; Lincoln, 57; and Grant
ants' rooters are not unappre- take over the team. Mays befitness contest at the Abe Scharff Branch YMCA six
49: Contest events included running broad Jump, basketciative, but the big news out came a self-appointed guardian
local elementary schools participated. Winning the highest
of the city near the Golden of Willie "Stretch" McCovey
ball, 100-yard dash, relays and sack relays. Director of
total number of points In the contest was Riverview,
Gate Bridge, is that its hero, who had astounded San Franthe YMCA'a program in Dan Partee,
Willie Mays is off to a sizzling ciscans in 1959, with the heroic
start, with his bat thus far.
way he broke into the line-up.
The "Say Hey Kid," since his Mays tried to keep big
stay in California, has gone "Stretch" out of Sheehan's dogthrough some emotional house. McCovey, after being
stresses and strains, both on
for after-hours gambling
and off the field. Upon arriving in Philadelphia, finally was
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — shirt to ward off the cold.
Saturday afternoon. But Sun- noted. It said: "that's one.
in the city where the "hills al- shipped out to Phoenix, the Manager Bobby Bragan
Wills finally shed the wind- day Los Angeles beat Milwau- Your boy, Maury."
of the
most meet the sky," Mays Giants' Pacific Coast farm
Bragan kee 1-0. Wills scored the winMilwaukee
Braves doesn't breaker but told
needed what amounted to a team.
•
"that's going to cost you three ning run after getting a lead u
yor's executive order, to The next stage of Mays' want to see anymore "love games."
off single in the first inning. In
chase a home in the rash- emotional perplexities was the letters" from shortstop Maury
The Dodgers lost to the
Before leaving Milwaukee.
aonable St. Francis section.
termination of his marriage to Wills of the Los Angeles Braves Friday night and again Wills sent Bragan a sealed
It was a bit puzzling why wife. Marguerite, after the Dodgers.
LeMoyne College's thin.
ays' neighbors created such a couple had moved into a newror over his residing in the ly-decorated $100,000 plus Willsgot the idea for the
dads
will be in Nashville this
area. You'd actually have to mansion in New York. The letter writing campaign after
Friday and Saturday, May
be on the watch to tell when settlement for Mrs. Mays and an incident last Friday night
at County Stadium when
The Sam Qualls Golf club when films on golf for begin- 1-2, taking part in the AAU
the slick fielding centerfielder Michael, ar. adopted son, cut groan
protested because the
was at home. After a game at deep into the financial holdings
is set to sponsor a golf clinic ners will be show at Universal Olympic Tryouts.
Dodger player wore a windLife Insurance building, 480 Milton Mack, LeMoyne's
of Harlem's most famous stick [breaker
under his uniform for interested young people. Linden Ave.
fast 440-yarder and captain,
ball player.
The clinic is to get underway
Also, any school interested stands a good chance of placHOMER DERBY LEADER
Thursday, May 7 at 7 p.m., in obtaining the film to show,
ing high in the meet.
Despite these off-the-field
can do so by contacting the Coach Jerry C. Johnson
distractions, the colorful Mays
They Work For Peanuts club's president, Sam Qualls, takes his Magician squad to
has continued to horse collar,
opposing pitchers and make
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI - 526-2181; Robert Crawford, Atlanta, May 8-9, for the
'those unbelievable catches. It
Some people work for peanuts. business manager, 946-8980; or Southern Intercollegiate Athwas Mays' hit that sent the
Mrs. Florence C. Clifton, Florence Scott, secretary, 458- letic Conference annual outGiants into the 1962 World
ing.
chief of the State Division of 5598,
The Memphis Tennis assoLeMoyne is fresh from a
Series on the last day of the
Industrial Welfare, said her de- Small youngsters can also
biation has scheduled its season.
clinic.
The clean sweep over Lane Colpartment found three boys register for the
first meeting of the season for Mays has bought another
lege of Jackson, Tenn.
working 14 hours a day selling clinic is free of charges.
Tuesday, May 14, at 8 p.m. at beautiful home in cosmopolitan
all the
ed
popcornThey wore paid $5 and
the Abe Scharff Branch YM- San Francisco; this time, without all the adverse fanfare. So
peanuts they could eat until
CA, 254 S. Lauderdale St., Mays has just jumped off to
the division forced their boss
Minounces Joseph Trotter. his greatest start since coming
to pay the three an additicand
Members or other persons in- up to the Giants in 1951. He is
$25.
terested in playing or learn- hitting around the .400 mark
ing tennis are asked to attend and leads the majors with sevKnow Your Negro History
e meeting. Trotter said en homers.
embers of the association
If the Fairfield, Alabama,
In 1790, Negroes made up
have been playing and prac- native can stay healthy for the
19.3 per cent of the U. S. poputicing at John Rodgers, Lin- 162 games duration, San FranLeMOYNE SPEEDSTER lation.
coln and South Parks.
cisco will have a lot to say
He went on to express a about the National League Milton Mack, captain of Ledesire to see that the annual representatives in the World Morne's track .quad, wPl lead UNUSUAL STAMP OFFER
the Magicians to Nashville this 300 colorful Yugoslavian stamps,
City Tennis Tournament, Series in October.
all different, for only 5 dollars.
sponsored by the City Park
Tom Hayes, recently ap- weekend for the AAU Olympic Send cash, check or money order.
Commission, under the recre- pointed by Mayor William In- Tryouts. Mack is a 440-yard Prompt d•livery guaranteed by:
KLEIN, Steyr, Hafn rrrrrass• 4,
ation department, be desegre- gram to replace A. Maceo specialist and a fairly good
Austria.
gated this season.
Walker on the Memphis Tran- broadJumper.
Trotter said: "City tennis sit Authority, sold Mays to the
tournaments should be opened Giants for a reported $15,000.
to all players without regard Mays commands a $100,000 daaseisaamma•masama•aa•maram
to race."
plus contract from Horace •
1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC
Persons interested in re- Stoneham, the owner of the
•
ceiving free tennis instruc- Giants.
•
titans should write to Joseph
•
•
Trotter or any of the follow•
P.M.
A.M.-6
a
8
ing: Anthony Kateo, King
•
Set. es Sun. $1.25
•
Fields, and Fred Campbell, in
Monday
CAN YOU USE
•
• Sit. Open 8 A.M. to 6 P.M.
care of the Tri-State Defend•
thru
P.M.
• SiM. Open II AMA. 2
er, 236 S. Wellington St. Let•
MORE
a
Friday
E
ters should be addressed to
a
Tbnis.

c

slugged Washington 9-8 on the
Tigers' field with its inviting
short fences. Carver got into
the victory column with a 4-2
conquest over Farther Bertrand.
Key battles this week had
Manassas hosting Douglass and
Hamilton. Melrose had two important tilts carded at Douglass and Washington.
LEAGUE STANDING
School
W. 1.. Pea
Hamilton
6 2 .71,0
5 12 .714
Men
Lester
3 2 .600
Douglass
4 4 .500
Melrose
4 4 .100
Bertrand
3 5 .3Th
Washington
3 5 .375
Carver
1 6 .143
—

Maury Wills Advises Braves'Boss Of Slip
agictans To Try
Out For Olympics

Itr

Golf Clinic For Young Beginners

HO
E

Tennis Assoc.
o Meet May 14
At Branch Y

0

PING PONG CHAMPS
Albert Hurt and Ester Hurt, center, were the winners- in
the adult division in a ping pong tournament held recently in the Hanley Community Center, and making the
presentation was Neville C. Wooten, right, director of the
tournament. At left to congratulate the Hurts is Mrs.
Dorothy Jackson. The tournament was held on a double
elimination basis with a win consisting of the best tyre 1st
of three games. Wooten, is sports director for the Memphis Recreation department. — (Withers photo)

Viceroy's
got

S

CAR WASH $

BS.

CASH?
SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
•
CITY FINANCE •
a
•
3100 Summer at Baltic

Scilt irom,Too?

GROUND FLOOR

STESICK BUILDING

INDIANAPOLIS,
Ind.
— A man who flunks a
police physical examination in
Evansville or Michigan City
may still qualify for appoint.

Piamsaaissemsammaamaasavaaame

101.1
WHIR( 10.55 I
Gil PRIIIRINTIM
5f RVICI

the

Wholesome Recreation

ROLLER SKATING
Saturday: 1:30-3:30 - Sunday 3-5

FATHER BERTRAND HIGH SCHOOL
GYMNASIUM

CYCS
have
it!
(over all other vodkas')

1169 Kerr
Price: 50 cents

ROLLAWAY

_.....--3

Bowling

Lanes
w1§0'
roKE ALL

• Bowling
32 Alleys
AlAF Fully Automatic
Pinspott•rs
Subway Sall Returns
• FREE Bowling Clinic
Saturdays 9:00 A.M.
for Groups of 30 or more
Frit. Transportation
Coll 9404546
• Featuring
AMF BOwl ing Supplitts
Equipment for the
Entire Family

Soul Wool Yts

The
0%0mph:els
'
—
Bowl
0;011111
• At
Rollaway"

1

948-8548

A ,• Cnnri,t,nr,

"Magic rion410

OPEN PLAY
DAILY

Large Parking Area
1428 Michigan

Dark Eyes has
that special touch
of dryness that
makes it the
preferred vodka
in Memphis.
Light as a whisper.
Taste for yourself.
*A GREAT
FAVORITE
IN MEMPHIS

Smoke all 7 filter brands and you'll agree:
some taste too strong ... others taste too
light. But Viceroy —with the Deep-Weave
Filter tastes the way you'd like a filter
cigarette to taste. That's right!

not too strong...not too light...
.Viceroy:s got-die
taste that's right!
ION. 911X•0 I Woll•noun TIAPPCS (4,N...own

V

HUMBOLDT NEWS

OF THIS AND THAT
'Mrs. 'Givens and Mr. Walden! Keys to The Heart of Fashion
was the theme of the Annual
The. Morning Star Baptist are instructors.
Church worshipped last week The Annual Science Fair of Fashion Show given by t
j with the St. James Church. Stigall High school was held .students of the Home Econ
1Rev. J. H. Mathis, pastor of Sunday, April 19, The at- mica Department Tuesday night
Morning Star, delivered a tendance and exhibits were in the Gymnatorium. Mr.
message. The choir climaxed very good. They were judged Nelda Williams is Home EC.
the service with "How Great in four areas Grades 1-3, 5-6, Teacher, Coach Willie Poston
Thou Art."
7-9 and 10-12. Mrs. A. B. Bry- and the members of the Track.
Mrs. L. B. Croom and Mn. son's section of the second Team participated in the Field
Ola Mae Mathis attended a grade was first place winner Day activities of Merry High
fashion review at the Commu- in the first area. Mrs. Doro- school last Saturday.
nity Center at Gibson last Sun- thy McKinney's section of the The Members of The New.
day. Mrs. Croom was the nar- third grade was second, and HomeMakers of America and
rator for the occasion. Many Mrs. Elizabeth Ballard's sec- Advisor Mrs. Nelda Williams
beautiful styles and high fash- tion of the second grade third. worshiped at St. James BapHonorable mention was Mrs. tist Church Sunday April 18,
ions were exhibited
A
,
The Young People of Morn- Marie Robinson's section of 1964. Mrs. Cottrell Thomas ac/ ing Star presented a Musiciale the second grade.
companied the group also.
Sunday in the sancutary. A In grades four through six Rev. James T. Freeman is
/ variety of musical numbers Mrs. Ora Gentry's section of Pastor of St. James.
I were given. Thomas Reid is the fourth grade won first Sunday afternoon at three
place, Mrs. Elise Barnett's sec- o'clock Rev. Eddie L. Currie
president of the youth.
The Women of Morning Star tion of the sixth grade was and his congregation from
are looking forward to many second and Mrs. Enis Sim's First
Brownsvillq.
Baptist,
interesting happenings during section of the fourth was third. Tenn., worshiped at Lan].
Woman's Quarter Mrs. Vella Honorable mention went to Chapel CME church. The servMae Gill is chairman and Mrs. Mrs. 011ie Farmer's section of ice was sponsored by the MisRebecca Newhouse is co-chair- the fourth grade.
sionary Society of Lane in obIn grades seven-nine "The servance of General Missionman. Watch the women!
The beautiful Educational Telephone" built by Brenda ary Day. Mrs. Nelda Williams
,
Building at St. James Church Burnett and Doris Nesbit won is president of the Missionary
was to be dedicated Sunday, first place, the "Green-House" Society and Rev. Louis T. PurPORTER MELODIES
April 28. Rev. Freeman is pas- by Dorothy Poplar, Patricia, ham is Pastor.
During this year's annual band concert of Porter Junior
Myra Lawrence and
Lois Mrs. Mozella Fitzgerald and
Marguerite Gandy, Viola Allen, Eunice Williams, Alistine
tor.
Emery second and "Electricity" Mrs. Mary D. Conley are rehigh school, the Porter Melodies made their appearance
Hoover, Laquita Barbee i president), and Laverne Hill,
Morning Star Church is
by
Delores
Cole, Rosie Ross, ported on the sick list.
in the new auditorium of Carver High School. The theme
In bottom line, same order, are Carolyn Smith, Joline
proud of its young ladies who
and Albert Dennis third. The funeral of the late Mr.
was "A Night In The Opera" and the Melodies contributed
Harbin, F'rancetta Harris, Carolyn Gillespie, Mary Springer,
participated in the Miss Bronze These students
are members John Merriweather was held at
songs from "Hansel and Crete'," "Tannhauser," and
West Tenn.; Miss Debutante,
Vernice Worthy, Louis Smith, Frank Thomas, Lorraine
of the ninth grade Science the Walnut Grove Baptist
The Christian Union Baptist and Fashionetta. Miss Carolyn Classes.
"Porgy and Bess." Pictured from left to right (top I are
Taylor, Mary Ann Qualls, Stella Gaston, Frances Taylor,
church in Jackson, Tenn., with
Mary Flemming. Sammie Daqkins. Deiois Ford, Juan
Rosetta Ford, Geraldine Pryor, Dorothy Vance, Dorothy church, 1286 E. McLemore Ave. Fly took third place in the In grades ten through twelve the eulogy delivered by Rev.
Miss
Bronze
Pageant
in
JackBoddie, Erskin Rideour isoloist), Ilaroid Adams, Mrs.
White, Harley Minnie and Beatrice Conway. Not shown plans to sponsor a Spring Tea
"The Astyanax" built by Wilie T. Grimes and U. D. Lewis.
are James Easley and Beverly Blake.—(MeChriston photo) Fashion show Sunday, May 3 son. Misses Yvette Reid a n d Bynun, Terry Gooch, and Lin- He was the husband of Mrs.
Rosetta Peterson (director), Lucille Mitchell, Annie Childs,
Betty Ferguson were splendid
from 4 to 6 p.m. at the church. representatives. Our hats are nie Edmondson won first place. Ola Merriweather.
"The Effects of Alcohol" by
Attending from out of town
Hats will be shown by Mrs. off to them.
Johnny (Ricky) Rodgers was from Chicago were: Mr. and
The
Stigall
Band
Katie Sexton and Mrs. Loand Glee second and "Seismograph" by Mrs. Mose, Henry and John
ronza Lipford. Hair styles will club presented a concert last Alicia Brown, James Haynes, Will Merriweather; Mr. and
Friday in the Stigall gymna- William and Rudolph LoveMrs. Clarence Wilson: Mr. an
be displayed by Mrs. Render torium. The band and
Glee lady,
Charlie
Williamson, Mrs. Isaac Reeves and Mr. Win,
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Hill For Mr. Moonlight, winner ot Lee Jackson. Narrator will be club gave a beautiful rendi- James Hunt and James Shep- ham
Cole; Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Mr. J. D. Jamerson. In charge tion of the "Battle
Hymn of herd won third place. C. H. Merriweather from Detroit:
Rise, the Kentucky Derby fa- the Gotham Stakes at Aque- of the program
is Mrs. Joyce the Republic," along with other Wilburn was chairman
Pac, anc Grand
Clem
duct,
and
and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee
vorite, headed a nein of seven
carefully selected numbers. William A. Nunn principal.
Garcon the ytrial is a ' must Elrod.
Merriweather from St. Louis.
entered today for the 37th run- race," Unless they turn in a
ning of the $15,000 added Der- promising race against Hill
by Trial in which he will race Rise they will not come back
over an "off" track for • the in the Kentucky Derby.

*
- T

Tea & Fashion Show
Planned For Sunday

Hill Rise In Derby Test
At Churchill Downs Today*

Classified Ads...

first time.
Hill Rise, winner of the Santa Anita Derby and successful
in a prep race last week at
Keenelanci, nevertheless ruled
an even money favorite in his
running of the $125,000 added The U. S. Civil Service
5 ACRES FOR SALE
Complete Skii-Rig, wonfinal warmup for Saturday a Commission announces an ex.1158 N. Germantown Road meth of
FOR RENT
Nistiw•y 64 nr. Ellendale can be derful buy. See Jones.
Kentucky Derby.
HOUSES FOR RENTamination for the positions of
2896
ohown
by
848
owner.
Anytime.
Mra
POPULAR
Geroge
Also named for the mile eGibbs. Jr.
Gorove-rear.
327-0658.
Civil and AgriculEngineer,
Two
Bedrooms,
Living
647-53 South Wellington St.
Room
vent were Roman Brother,
Dining Room, Both& Kitchen,
'
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
Clem Pac, Mr. Moonlight, He's tural, for employment with
Two
manual
APARTMENT
WURLITZER
Service
Conservation
U.S.
Soil
a Gem, Robair and Grand GarPIANO FOR SALE
$32.00 per month
Neat and Water Furnished.
CHURCH ORGANS and BenAgriculture
of
Department
LIFE MEMBERSHIP PLAQUE
Must hove reference. Apply
con.
ches. Perfect condition.
Call BR 2-2115
Small Spinett Style Plano
ArAlabama
States
of
the
in
Apartment 19. Joe Branch,
Call 323.8455.
Mrs. Marie E. Penn, a member of the Jackson City FedNew Conditioned
Georgia,
Kan.
Florida,
kansas,
eration of Women's Clubs, is shown accepting a plaque
sas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
HOUSE FOR RENT
Terms 5149.00
on behalf of the organization for a paid-up life memWANTED: Records of
Missouri, New Mexico, Okla- FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
Phone
523-1831
bership in the NAACP from Dr. W. R. Bell, president of
$6.50 w••kly. Utiliti•s included.
homa and Texas.
$50.00 a month, apply 7
Working woman or man, 547 Dutra. Memphis Jug Band and
the Jackson, Tenn., branch of the NAACP, during the
Full information and appliMadison. See Mr. E. Woodsi.
JAckson 6-0176
other Jazz, Blues, pre-1930
there.
five-dollar-a-plate
Fellowship
held
Dinner
recent
cations may be obtained from
recordings, 78's. Fair price
Others receiving awards for outstanding service were I.
the Post Office, or from the
HOUSE FOR SALE
W
W. Savage and Mrs. Mattie B. Donnell from the Political
Executive Secretary, Board of
offered plus mailing char.
19 E. Dempster
Action Committee for Voter Registration: Mrs. Penn,
NEW YORK — (UPD — U. S. Civil Service Examiners,
ges.
Send
list,
4
Artists.
rooms - 3 rooms FHA
20
room
hotel
Mental tests were ordered for U. S. Department of Agriculmerit award for membership solicitation, and the Jack50-150 lots
Catalogue numbers, to:
a civil rights demonstrator ac- ture, Soil Conservation Serv13,000 for each house
son NAACP chapter, the Freedom Award for Progress.
Centrally located
Near Car lin•s-Call day or night
cused of climbing atop t h e ice, P. 0. Box 11222, 3608 McCaswell. 2 5 2 Queens
946.5052
orange at the Florida pavilion Cart St., Fort Worth, Texas. Including entire first floor and bar,
bridge Road, London, E.g..
All completely furnished For details
'at the World's Fair and kicking
a detective in the eye.
write Box 3083
Cleveland 20, Ohio England.
Andy Young, 35, of Jamaica,
GUARANTF.ED N. Y. L.IVE-IN MAII
Queens, N. Y. was arrested on
Salesmen
and
sAeswumen
Luber 535.555 wic. Fare advanced
opening day after allegedly
Mallory Agency
wanted to sell ietail advertisSolve
Your
Problems
Lynbrook, N. Y.
kicking Det. Richard Schming in the Memphis mail;et.
With
a
Small,
Low
tried
to
Cost
who
pull
him
We pay 2.5 per cent and 30
Two coeds from Lane colBEALE ST.
Idown from the huge mock-up
REFINED CLUB
per cent contract commission
lege in Jackson, were the
Real
Estate
Loan
Why be lonely. Correspond
of
the
Orange.
on the dollar.
CornrnThe U.S. Civil Service Co
weekend houseguests of Dr.
Jamaica criminal court
THE TEl STATE DEFENDER with ladies and gentlemen
mission announced on April Judge George Setback
m
everywhere.
Flat Monthly Payments
ordered
grid Mrs. James G. Hawkins
236 South Wellington Street
23 an examination for super- Young to undergo examinaSample list 75c 1 year $2.00
guests
one
Memphis, Tenn.
0! 1803 1'oster
Approx.
•
Griffin's Corresponding Club
visory general supply officer, tion at Kings County Hospital Cash You
Mo.
jvere Miss Omega Hill, sister
2195. lOth St.
GS-11, at an annual salary of in Brooklyn.
GetPayments
Birmingham 5, Ala. ,
of Mrs. Hawkins; and Miss $8,410 in the Air Reserve
Authorities said Young was
Outside
appliance salesmen to handle
S 500.00
S 12.90
the best appliance including General
Nina Hanich of Western, Neb., Technician program at the involved in two civil rights inUnredeemed Pledges On Sale
S1,000.00
S 23.70
Electric. Call Roy Adam., 275-1155,
a white exchange student to 920th Troop Carrier Group in cidents last year, but charges :1,500.00
t°di-Gard Mon's greatest pre
1128 Union Avenue.
S 34.50
Lane college from Wesleyan Memphis and for the 908th in both cases were dismissed.
fection
against attacks by
Salesmen and Saleswomen Wanted
CONFIDENTIAL
ALL
$2,000.00
LOANS
S 45.50
JA
6-1450
Make
He
was
charged
extra
with
disorde-money
introducing
the
new Muvigers, Robbers, Rapist,
university in Lincoln, Neb. Troop Carrier Group at Bates
tty Preas. Quickly shapes ham12,500.00
S
56.20
Iy
conduct
assault
after
and
Mobile, Ala.
burgers, croquettes. hamburger steaks.
Both coeds are sophomores.
Vicious Animals., (etc.)
$5,000.00
$110.82
Phone 275-0435
1 Unit $3.00
Air Reserve technicians are the incident.
Miss lianich said she was
P. J. Griffin, Salesman,
PRINTERS
favorably impressed with what full-time civilian employees
WANTED
Be
Wise! Choose
319 S. 10th Street
she observed in Memphis. She who are also members of the The Cop Can't Help It
(Male and Female)
Birmingham 5, Ala.
said it appears to be moving !Air Force Reserve Unit in
Linotype
RICE LAKE, Wis.—(UPI)--operators,
proof
further, better than any other which they are employed.
readers and floormen. Only ex.Police Sgt. Emmet Engstrom
southern city. This was her Full information with in- may fall asleep at the wheel
perienced personnel should ap- BURNLEY Upholstery Shop
72 MADISON
first visit to Memphis. In com- structions on how to apply and he's honest about it.
ply, Write, Personnel Dept. co "FURNITURE REPAIRING"
•e Restyling, Refinishing..
parison, she said that Jackson jmay be obtained from most Engstrom paid a $200 fine
Dial SA 6-0637
Chicago Defender, 2400 S.
oCustom Built Furniture •
is very backward as far as Ilarger post offices, Civil Serv- for inattentive driving after
Michigan Ave., Chicago 60616,
I FREE ESTIMATES •
ANY
TIME
24 HRS. A DAY
ice offices, Boards of U.S. Civ- he turned himself in for fallintegration is concerned.
• Pick Up end D•Ilv•ry I
Speaking about her ex- il Service Examiners and at ing asleep at the wheel of his
Its Better to
CALL 946.6344
periences at Lane college, she civilian personnel offices ,squad car and crashing into
1484 Mississippi Blvd.
Borrow At a Bank"
said that at first it was a nov- where positions are located. ltwo signal lights.
elty. But now she is just another coed on campus. She
CHILDCARE
went on to say that Negro stuWill take care of children
dents on campus act and think
while parents work.
just like boys and girls on
948-7576 - 1070 Arnold Place
any other college campus. Miss
Hanich said she is enjoying
her stay at Lane college.

Announce Exams
For Engineers !Apts. For Rent

I—
, Order Mental
Test For Fair
Rights Sit-I

Exchange Student
Is Guest In Home
Of The Hawkins

For Sale Misc.

For Sale Misc.

Supply Officer
Exam Scheduled
For Air Bases ,bach,

For Sale Misc.

State Savings Bank

Special Services

WANTED

CALLING
rALL

NEWSBOYS

NOTICE

NEWSBOYS

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender delivered
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR THOSE

The LeMoyne Club meets
Sunday. May 3, at 5 p.m. in
the Alumni Room of the Hollis F. Price Library on the
college campus. Chief business
item will concern plans for
the reception given each year
for graduating seniors following commencement.

SCHOOL ITEMS

BUY BONDS

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
.-

IkIATHAN'S

'fill in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming to you weekly.
YOUR NAME
Address.

Mother's name
Number of papers wanted weekly

Phone number._
Mail to: TRI-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street Memphis, Tennesee

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.,
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FFICE•

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
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MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
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Help Wanteo

LOAN OFFICE
1EPSTEIN
162-164-166

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL

.
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Houses For Sale

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

NEED MONEY?

60

LeMoyne Club To Plan
Reception For Seniors
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